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PREFACE

This is the second issue of Annual Report, in which the achievements in scientific
research for the last year in Nuclear Physics Department of IPPE are carried.

It includes measurement, compilation and evaluation of nuclear data for pure and
applied science, the investigations in field of nuclear fission, nuclear structure and nuclear
reactions, condensed matter physics, mathematical modeling, transmutation, high-voltage
accelerators and applied research.

Main attention was concentrated to solve number of problems.
The model has been formulated for interpretation of the even-odd structure in
fission fragment yields.

- There was certain progress in formulating a microscopic theory of the cold and
hot nuclei collective excitations.

- The new evaluations were made for the full files of americium isotope neutron
cross sections.

- Calculations were made of isotope inventory, residual heat and helium content
of AMOX fuel of BOR-60 reactor during the campaign and for cooling times
up to 180 years.
Some structural and dynamical properties of condensed matter were
investigated in neutron scattering experiments.

- Mathematical modeling of some phenomena, connected with membrane
apparatus, fast reactor transients, radioactive contamination migration in
underground water, fluid mechanics, heat and mass transfer, crystal growth et
cetera was realized.
NPD continued efforts to investigate structural and selective properties of the
nuclear track membranes, manufactured by fission fragments irradiation of
polymeric film in nuclear reactor BR-10.
The industrial production of polymer track membranes was created in IPPE.

- In 1998 NPD paid special attention to the experimental base advance, including
accelerators EG-1, EGP-10 an EGP-15.
The contribution of nonmonoenergetic neutrons from solid tritium-titanium -
molybdenum target under the bombardment of proton beam was
experimentally and theoretically investigated.

Department Director / B.Fursov
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2. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

2.1 N U C L E A R F I S S I O N

Pair Breaking and Even-Odd Structure in Fission-Fragment Yields

F. Farget, A. V. Jgnatyuk, A.R. Junghans , K.-H. Schmidt

^Gesellschqftfuer Schwerionenforschung, Planckstra/3e 1, D-64291 Darmstadt, Germany

The enhanced production of nuclei with even numbers of protons and neutrons is
one of the prominent structural effects in nuclear fission from low excitation energies. The
total even-odd effect in element yields, defined as the difference of even-Z and odd-Z
yields divided by the total yield, has been found to vary strongly for different fissioning
nuclei. Although the number of neutrons of the fission fragments produced at scission is
difficult to measure, data from high kinetic energies where neutron evaporation is
suppressed show that the even-odd effect in neutron number is considerably reduced as
compared to the even-odd effect in proton number.

In an experiment recently performed at GSI Darmstadt with relativistic secondary
heavy-ion beams, element yields have been determined for long isotopic series of neutron-
deficient actinides and pre-actinides. For the first time, the systematic variation of the
proton even-odd effect as a function of neutron and proton number of the fissioning
system was measured over a large region of the chart of the nuclides. Due to the
considerably increased data basis on even-odd effects in fission, the systematic appearance
of an even-odd structure also in odd-Z fissioning nuclei has been revealed. In addition, the
data show that an increased even-odd structure in extremely asymmetric charge splits is a
general effect for even-Z fissioning nuclei. These new findings illustrate the prospects for
a new insight into the mechanism of pair breaking in fission brought about by the progress
in experimental technique.

In the present paper a model has been formulated for the interpretation of the even-
odd structure in fission-fragment yields. The model is based on the number of available
single-particle excitations of the nuclear system, calculated in the framework of the
superfluid nuclear model. Assuming thermal equilibrium of quasiparticle excitations, the
probability of pair breaking is given by the relative statistical weight of excitations which
destroy the completely paired configuration of the proton, respectively neutron subsystem
at the different stages of the fission process. The concept of the new model differs
appreciably from that of previously proposed ones. Our approach seems to be more
consistent with the basic principle of the statistical theory of nuclear reactions.

The model explains the experimental observation that neutron even-odd effects,
even in cold fission, are considerably smaller than proton even-odd effects without
invoking different influences of nuclear dynamics on the proton and neutron subsystems.
The strongly different even-odd structures in proton and neutron number well comply with
the assumption of thermal equilibrium in the effective scission configuration.

From the even-odd structure of measured fission-fragment element yields, the
excitation energy acquired at scission was deduced. Contributions to the even-odd
structure from the different phase spaces in the nascent fission fragments were considered.
Indications have been found that the energy dissipation in fission scales with the Coulomb
parameter Z2/A1/3 rather than with the fissility of the fissioning system. The deduced
excitation energies at scission were found to increase less steeply with the Coulomb
parameter of the fissioning nucleus than deduced previously.



Experimental Studies of the Absolute Delayed Neutron Yields
n Induced Fission of 237Np An
Energy Range 0.340 - 5 Mev

from Neutron Induced Fission of 237Np And 235U in the

V.M.Piksaikin, S.G.Isaev, L.E.Kazakov, B.D.Kuzminov,
G. G.Korolev, V. G.Pronjaev

Experimental method and procedure of measurement

The measurements of the energy dependence of the total DN yields were carried out
on the beams of protons and deuterons at the cascade generator KG - 2.5 of the IPPE. The
monoenergetic neutrons were generated using reactions T(p,n)3He and D(d,n)3He in solid
tritium and deuterium targets. The experimental method employed in measurements was
based on a cyclic irradiation of fissionable samples by neutrons with the subsequent
measurements of the time dependence of DN intensity.

Absolute measurements of the total delayed neutron yields from neutron induced
fission reactions require the knowledge of the energy dependent absolute efficiency of the
neutron detector used for delayed neutron registration. The absolute efficiency of the 4TC
neutron detector was determined by two different methods. The first one was the
activation method based on the 51V(p,n)51Cr reaction. The second method was based on
the measurements of the average number of prompt neutrons from spontaneous fission of
252Cf source coupled with a surface barrier detector. The Monte Carlo calculations were
used to determine the energy dependence of the relative efficiency of neutron detector.

The value of the fission rate in the fissionable samples was obtained on the basis of
the pulse height distributions from two parallel-plate fission chambers positioned in the
front of and behind the sample relative to ion beam.

Experimental results

The measurements of the absolute DN yields include two types of experiments. The
first one consists of the measurements of the relative abundances and periods of separate
DN groups. In this type of experiment the measurements with different irradiation and DN
counting time intervals are foreseen to emphasize the certain DN groups. In the second
type of experiment the measurements were performed using the irradiation time which is
longer as compared to the longest DN period. DN counting time of 720 s was used that
allows determining the neutron background value with high accuracy. The corrections for
the neutron multiple scattering and neutron attenuation effects in the construction
materials and samples as well as for the neutron self-multiplication effect in the samples
were taken into account.

The experimental results of the present studies are shown in fig. 1 where they are
compared to the similar data of other authors. They represent the absolute DN yield from
fission of 235U by neutrons with energy En^l.165 MeV and the energy dependence of the
relative total DN yields in the energy range En=0.77-5 MeV normalized to the value of the
absolute DN yield at the neutron energy En=0.77 MeV obtained by the linear interpolation
of the recommended values Vd(En) for En=THRM (thermal neutrons) and En=FAST
(fission spectrum neutrons) from the Turtle's evaluation [2].

In the case of 237Np the absolute DN yields were measured at neutron energies
En^l.154 and 3.868 MeV and the energy dependence of relative total DN yield Vd(En) in
the energy range 1-5 MeV normalized at En=l MeV on value Vd(En) of the absolute total
DN yield for En=1.154 MeV (obtained in the present work). The assumption was made



that the dependence Vd(En) does not undergo considerable changes in the energy range
En=l-1.154MeV.

0.006

Fig. 1. Energy dependence of total DN yield vd(En) from fission of 235U and 237Np
by neutrons. Experimental data of the present work: filled circles - relative
data, filled squares - absolute data. Data obtained within the framework of
parametrization [16]: dashed line ( U) - calculation vd(En), based on
independent fission yield IY (Z,A,En) from paper [3]; solid line ( U) and

/237X
triangle points, connected by a solid line ( Np), - data vd(En), calculated
in view of experimental data on independent fission yields IY (Z,A,E,,); a
dash-dotted line (235U) - data vd(En) taking into account a variation vp(En)
with energy of neutrons En for a light fragment; dashed line ( ' U) - the
same as dash-dotted, but takes into account the contribution from the
second chance fission.
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Energy Dependence of Average Half-Life of Delayed Neutron Precursors
in Fast Neutron Induced Fission of 235U and 236U

V.M. Piksaikin, S.G. Isaev, L.E. Kazakov, M.Z. Tarasko

The purpose of the present experimental study was to investigate the energy
dependence of the average half-life of DN precursors in the fast neutron induced fission of
235U and 236U. So the group relative abundances a, and half-lives T, of delayed neutrons in
the fast neutron induced fission of 235U and 236U were measured to obtain the average half-
lives of DN precursors. On the basis of these data the energy dependencies of the average
half-life of DN precursors in the fast neutron induced fission of 235U and 236U were
obtained and the analysis of these dependencies was made.

Experimental method

The experimental method employed in the measurements is based on periodic
irradiation of the fissionable samples by neutrons generated in a suitable nuclear reaction
at the accelerator target and measurements of the decay of delayed neutron activity [2].

The T(p,n)3He and D(d,n)3He reactions were used in measurements as the neutron
sources. Tritium and deuterium targets were irradiated by ion beam on the electrostatic
accelerator KG-2.5 at the IPPE. The times of sample transportation from the irradiation
position to the neutron detector were about 150 ms. The computer of the IBM type serves
as a central processor controlling the irradiation time, the value of neutron flux at discrete
time intervals, the number and width of the time channels for the delayed neutron
counting. The computer controls also the operation of the pneumatic transport system and
the accelerator mode switches. Time-channel widths of 0.01, 0.02, 0.1, 1.0, 10 s following
in the automatic sequence were used in the present measurement. Two types of
experimental data were used in the present experiment. The first type of data was obtained
in the measurements with 15 s irradiation time and 424.5 s counting time. The second
type of data was obtained in the measurements with 300 s irradiation time and 724.5 s
counting time. Such procedure allowed to increase a relative contribution of delayed
neutrons corresponding to definite groups of precursors in the integral decay curve.

Experimental results

The energy-dependencies of the average half-life of delayed neutrons precursors in
the fast neutron induced fission of 235U and U are presented in Fig.l. Also in this figure
the data obtained for fission neutrons spectra [3,4,6,8] are presented. The values of
uncertainties for the average half-life were obtained without accounting of correlation
between relative abundances and periods of delayed neutrons. The analysis of the
correlation matrix of the relative abundances and periods shows that account of
correlation between aj and Tj reduce the uncertainty in the average half-life because the
off diagonal elements are predominantly negative.

The analysis of the energy-dependence of the average half-life of delayed neutrons
precursors for 35U shows that in the incident neutron energy range 0.37 - 1.059 MeV the
average half-life is constant. For 235U and 236U in the incident neutron energy range above
1 MeV the value of average half-life trends to reduce with increase of incident neutron
energy. And in the case of 36U this reduction is amounted to about 10 % in the considered
energy range. This trend can be roughly explained by the increase of relative contribution
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of the short half-life precursors in the fast neutron induced fission of 235U and 236U in the
energy range above 1 MeV.
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Correlation Properties of Delayed Neutrons
from Fast Neutron Induced Fission

V.M. Piksaikin, S.G. Isaev

The experimental studies of the energy dependence of the delayed neutron
parameters for various fissioning systems have shown that the behavior of a some
combination of delayed neutron parameters (group relative abundances a, and half lives
Tj) has a similar features.

On the basis of the analysis of DN experimental data it was shown that the average
half-life of DN precursors for Th, U, Pu, Am elements can be presented by the exponential
dependence on the fissioning nucleus parameter -(Ac-3Z)Ac/Z within experimental
uncertainties (see Fig 1). It was shown that the total delayed neutron yield values for each
considered elements correlate with the appropriate values of the average half life of DN
precursors (see Figs. 2, 3). These properties of delayed neutrons allowed to obtain the
independent systematics of the total DN yields for Th, U, Pu and Am elements. According

to this systematics it was shown that the well known dependence of Vj on -(AC-3Z)AJZ
parameter has a more complex structure than it was assumed until now [1] - each of the

considered element has its own Vj dependence on this parameter (see Fig.4).
Preliminary analysis of ENDF/B-VI delayed neutron data on the basis of the

present systematics showed that the DN parameters at and Tt obtained by the summation
method must be carefully checked with the purpose to find the source of their
disagreement with experimental data. As a result of the present findings some of the
possible application of the reported results are the following. The obtained sistematics of
DN parameters can be used

- for testing of DN measurement techniques and the LSF procedures;
- for testing the existing DN parameters data base;
- as a criteria for testing the summation calculation procedure and appropriate input

data (Pn and fission yields as well as the distribution of precursors between the DN
groups). Preliminary analysis of ENDF/B-VI data showed that the relative abundances and
half lives data for the most studied in respect to fission yield data (fission yield is believed
the main source of uncertainties in the summation method) 239Pu and 235U isotopes
according to the present systematics are not correct;

- for the prediction of the DN parameters for elements for which there is no
experimental data;

- for the evaluation of the DN parameters.
The present systematics gives the possibility to improve the total delayed neutron

data Vd through performing the measurements of the aggregate DN decay curves only.
It should be noted that in the present analysis only the restricted part of the

available experimental information on the DN parameters were used. The uncertainties of
the average half life values must be calculated using the information on the correlation
between the DN group parameters [2]. Therefore the obtained results should be considered
as preliminary data. The authors understand that the work must be continued with analysis
of all available experimental information on the DN parameters.
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Features of the Neutron Spectra Accompanying the Fission of 238U

G.N. Lovchikova, A.M. Trufanov, M.L Svirin, A. V. Polyakov, V.A. Vinogradov

A scientific aspect of the investigated problems is connected with the appearance of
unknown features (or maybe features that have not received sufficient attention) in the
distributions of neutrons as the energy of the bombarding (primary) neutrons En is raising
above the threshold of the reaction when nuclear fission becomes an emission process. As
can see in fig these features are observed in comparing the measured spectra of neutrons at
two groups of characteristic energies of Ej=2.9, 5 MeV and En"=\3.2, 14.7, 16.0, 17.7
MeV for the target nucleus 2 U [1-3]. In the first case, the excitation energies are below
the energy threshold for (n,n'f) reaction, and secondary neutrons are emitted from exited
fission fragments of compound nuclei A. In the second case the excitation energies lie
much higher than the threshold for (n,n'f) reactions, and fission process has of an
emission character- that is, the fission of the residual nuclei A-\ and A-1 formed after the
emission of one or two neutrons is energetically possible. Under such conditions, not only
fission fragments but also the fissile nuclei A and A-\ become sources of neutrons. At
least in the measured energy range of secondary neutrons £"=0.25-12 MeV for the reaction
(n,f) induced by primary neutrons of energy En=2.9, 5.0 MeV the experimental
distribution shape is close to Maxwell distribution A^MCE,?) with an accuracy of the
correction which takes into account some small deviations from NM(E,T) . At £,,=13.2,
14.7, 16.0, and 17.7 MeV the distributions have a maximum at E=En-Bf~' (B/~' is the
height of fission barrier) and rise with decreasing energy E in the region E<2 MeV. Under
the assumption of two sources of neutrons (nuclei undergoing fission for prefission
neutrons and fully accelerated fragments for postfission neutrons) the results of
calculations can reproduce the shape of the observed distributions only in the region E> 2
MeV. In the low-energy region (£<2 MeV) the experimental spectra display an
anomalously large yield of soft neutrons in relation to the results of calculations. If the
third source of neutron emission from nonaccelerated fragments is incorporated into the
model calculations the results agree well with experimental data over entire range of
measured secondary neutron energies, including the anomalous region E<2 MeV.

Further experiments to study this effect are necessary for obtaining deeper insight
into the mechanism that is responsible for the emergence of soft neutrons. It should be
noted that the additional experimental information about the neutron distributions
especially in the low-energy region 10 keV-2 MeV would be useful.
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2.2 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE AND NUCLEAR
REACTIONS

Analysis of Cross-Sections and Mechanism of (n,xn) and
(n,xy) Reactions on Lead and Bismuth

V.P. Lunev, V.G. Pronyaev, S.P. Simakov, Yu.N. Shubin

Summary
Investigations of the interactions of fast neutrons with nuclei enable to study neutron

reaction mechanism, the structure of discrete excited states and statistical properties
unresolved levels of residual nuclei. In spite of comparatively long efforts in the
development of fundamental approach to the description of nucleon-nucleus reactions in
megaelectronvolt energy region the comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms of
these reactions was not achieved yet. In our opinion, one of the main tasks in this region is
the development of the approach, which combines, from one side, the fundamental
grounds, and, from other side, is capable to predict qualitatively the reaction cross
sections, in particular, the energy-angle distributions of secondary particles with
experimental accuracy.

The present paper is the continuation of these investigations performed earlier for
the other nuclei and reactions. The cross sections and energy distributions of neutrons and
y-rays from (n,xn) and (n,xy) reactions on lead isotopes and bismuth have been analyzed
up to incident neutron energies 26 MeV.

It is shown what degree of the accuracy can be achieved when up to date
information on the optical potentials, the properties of low-lying discrete levels and the
density of excited states is taken into account.

The reasonable agreement with experimental data was obtained when the compound,
direct and precompound mechanisms and up-to date model parameters were used in the
calculations.
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On Two Mechanisms of Nuclear Superfluidity

A. V.Avdeenkov, S.P.Kamerdzhiev

It is well known that taking into account the quasiparticle- phonon interaction in the
particle- particle channel is very important for quantitative and qualitative understanding
of many phenomena both in odd and in even nuclei. However, the role of this interaction
in the particle- particle channel is known to a considerably smaller extent. For the
problem of nuclear superfluidity (pairing) this question was almost not studied on a
microscopic level. First of all it is great interest to investigate this question in the g2
approximation (g- is the collective phonon creation amplitudes) which is suitable for semi-
magic nuclei [1].

In the microscopic theory of nucleus only one mechanism of pairing is considered,
as a rule. This is the known Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) mechanism. It contains a
particle- particle interaction, which is usually determined phenomenologically from
comparison with experimental data. This means that the phenomenological pp- interaction
contains the quasiparticle- phonon interaction in a non- explicit form, however in an
explicit and quantitative form it was not yet taken consistently into account for nuclear
pairing problem.

In Refs.[l], [2] main equations for the pairing gap have been formulated in the
above- mentioned approximation. These non-linear equations take into account two
mechanisms of nuclear pairing, namely one of the BCS type and the quasiparticle- phonon
mechanism in an explicit form.

In this work we solved these equations for the first time. We obtained that for the
semi-magic nucleus I20Sn mean quantities of contributions of the first and second
mechanisms are equal to 74% and 26% of observed pairing gap, respectively. Thus,
pairing, at least in semi- magic nuclei, has a mixed nature in the sense that it is caused by
both of these two mechanisms. The first one has volume origin while the quasiparticle-
phonon mechanism has mainly a surface origin.
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Temperature Generalization of the Continuum Quasiparticle Random-
Phase Approximation

S.P.Kamerdzhiev,E. V.Litvinova*, V.I.Tselayev**

"Institute of Nuclear Power Engineering, Obninsk, Russia,
**Institute of Physics, St.Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg, Russia.

In Ref.[l] we have generalized the well-known quasiparticle random- phase
approximation (QRPA) to include the single-particle continuum (CQRPA) and describe
properties of giant resonances and some gamma- ray reactions. That was necessary
because the inclusion of the continuum allows to obtain a real physical envelope of a
multipale giant resonance (GR). The continuum is important for the description of some
unstable nuclei, partial reactions, GRs of large multipolarity etc.

The main direction of modern GR physics is the investigation of GR in hot nuclei.
But hot (temperature) nuclei are very interesting by themselves, of course. Therefore, it is
necessary to add to our CQRPA a taking into account of temperature to obtain the
TCQRPA approach.

In this work we generalized the CQRPA [1] to include temperature and realized our
TCQRPA approach numerically for some stable and unstable Sn isotopes.

Our calculations for 120Sn have shown, in particular, that inclusion of the
continuum increases the energy weighted sum rule (EWSR) by about 6% for T<Tc and
only by 2-3% for T>Tc where Tc is critical temperature at which pairing is absent. The
results are similar to those [2] obtained within the standard theory of finite Fermi systems
(without taking the continuum into account) for deformed nuclei. However, they differ
noticeably from the result [3] for spherical nuclei obtained within a simple version of the
QRPA.

In order to obtain a better description of hot nuclei it is necessary to include more
complex configurations than those accounting for in the TCQRPA. But this problem is
very cumbersome for non- magic nuclei, it has been not yet realized within a reasonable
approach (which would include, for example, the single- particle continuum and ground
state correlations).
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The Role of Ground State Correlation in the Single-Particle
Strength of Odd Non-Magic Nuclei

A. V.Avdeenkov, S.P.Kamerdzhiev

A method based on the consistent use of the Green function formalisms has been
developed to calculate the distribution of single- particle strength in odd nuclei with
pairing [1]. The method takes into account the quasiparticle- phonon interaction, ground
state correlation and a "refinement" of phenomenological single- particle energies and
pairing gap values from the quasiparticle- phonon interaction under considaration. The
calculations for

121 Sn and "9Sn, which were performed in the quasiparticle+phonon approximation,
have shown a reasonable agreement with experiment.

In this work we have investigated the role of ground state correlations (GSC) in the
single-particle strength of the odd nuclei under consideration. In general, the GSC caused
by taking into account complex configurations (this is our case) are more physically
interesting and important than the well-known RPA GSC.

We obtained that the GSC plays a noticeable role and mostly improve the agreement
with experiment or shift the results to the right direction. In the Fig.l we show their
noticeable role of our GSC for lg9/2 states in 119Sn.

0,30 -

0,00
14 16 188 10 12

Ex (MeV)
Fig. 1: Strength distribution for the 1g9/2 neutron state in
119Sn.The solid line gives the experimental data. The
dashed line gives the results with taking into account GSC,
the dotted line gives the results without them.
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58There is no Missing Isoscalar Monopole Strength in 58Ni

S.Kamerdzhiev, J.Speth * G.Tertychny, andF.Osterfeld *

* Instiutfuer Kernphysik, Forschungszentrum Juelich, D-52425, Germany

Till very recently there were still many questions connected with the IS EO giant
resonance in nuclei with A<90. An important one being the problem of distribution of EO
strength and small amount of it observed in several nuclei. In Ref. [1] only 32% (at best
<50%) of the IS EO EWSR was observed in the (12 - 25) MeV region. In fact, these 58Ni
results increased uncertainties for the A<90 nuclei.

In our preliminary calculations [2] we compared with the theory only the form of the
experimental spectra for Ni(a,a') reaction in the observed (12-25) MeV interval because
there were no data, about the corresponding absolute values in Ref. [1]. A good agreement
with this experiment was obtained but our value of the IS EO EWSR was equal to 71.4%.
We concluded that a considerable part of the strength might be hidden in the experimental
background [1].

Recently it was reported by the authors of Ref. [1] that they have extended the
CO

observed energy interval up to 35 MeV in several of the A<90 nuclei including Ni and
found some additional IS EO strength at higher excitation energies [3]. Thus, due to this
fact and also with taking into account a continuum under the monopole peak 75-100% f
the EWSR might be present below 35 MeV excitation energy [4]. In addition, absolute
values of experimental cross sections are known at present [3]. It was necessary in Refs.
[3,4] to substract another background and therefore another additional strengts should
appeare under the previous (12-25) MeV interval. This can be clearly seen from Fig.l.
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Fig. 1. The cross section of 58Ni(a,a') reaction at Ea=240MeV and 8=1.08°. The experimental
data (dash-dotted curve) were taken from Ref. [3]. The solid curve gives the total
(summed) theoretical cross section, the dotted line ("Rest(EL)") corresponds to sum of
the IS and IV El, and IS E3 and E4 multipoles. The dashed area shows an additional
IS E0 strength which could not be observed in the experiment of Ref. [1], see text.
This area corresponds to 22% of the IS E0 EWSR.
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In Ref.[l] the background was substracted beginning from 25 MeV as it is shown
by the upper border of the shaded area in Fig. 1. In other words, only the part of the EO
resonance which is higher than this upper border could be observed in Ref.[l]. In recent
exeperiment [3,4] the background was substracted beginning from about 35 MeV, to be
exact, the experimental data given in Fig. 1 were counted from the new background which
corresponds to zero on the vertical axis. So the shaded area in Fig.l corresponds to the IS
EO strength which could not be observed in Ref. [1] and was observed in the newest
experiment in addition to the old result in Ref. [1]. It is possible to estimate approximately
the part of the IS EO EWSR corresponding to this shaded area. The square of the area
which is the sum of the shaded one and that of the EO resonance upper than the shaded
area is about 138.3 mb/sr/MeV. This figure corresponds to our 71.4% of the EWSR. The
shaded area gives 42.6 mb/sr/MeV which corresponds to 22% of the IS EO EWSR and
was missed in the Ref. [1] experiment.
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2.3 N U C L E A R DATA

Comparison of Threshold Reaction Cross Sections for the Ti,
V, Cr, Fe, Ni, Cu and Zn Isotopes from Evaluated Data

Libraries

A.I.Blokhin, V.N.Manokhin, S.M.Nasyrova

The most of excitation functions in evaluated data libraries are calculated on the basis
of theoretical models with the parameters adjusted to the experimental data available.
However, because of the differencies in models and codes, input parameters and
experimental data used for the adjustment there are large discrepancies in evaluated data,
presented in different evaluated data libraries even for the isotopes and reactions of great
importance for technological applications. We compared some evaluated threshold
reaction excitation functions from the libraries BROND-2, ENDF/B-VI, JEF-2, JENDL-3,
ADL-3, EAF-97.

To solve the problem of selection of more reliable excitation functions from these
libraries we propose our recommended curves which are evaluated on the basis of
empirical systematics without using any theoretical model calculations. These systematics
are obtained from an analysis of experimental data. Because our evaluation method is
independent from model calculations we consider more reliable those theoretical
excitation functions, which are in more close agreement with our recommended excitation
functions.

The recommended excitation functions were evaluated on the basis of the systematics
developed in the works /I-3 /. Below the essential items of the systematics and procedure
of evaluation of our recommended curves are given only for (n,p) and (n,,a) reactions.

The shapes of (n,p) reaction excitation functions are similar for the isotopes with the
same (N-Z). The maximum (n,p) reaction cross sections decrease linearly as a
function of A for the isotopes of a given element and increase linearly as a function of
Z for the isotopes with the same (N-Z).
The shapes of (n,a) reaction excitation functions are similar for the isotopes with the
same (N-Z). The maximum (n,cc) reaction cross sections decrease linearly as a
function of A for the isotopes of a given element and increase linearly as a function of
Z for the isotopes with the same (N-Z).

- The position of the maximum of (n,p) excitation function relative to the threshold is
proportional to the difference (Qnnp -Qnp).

- The position of the maximum of (n, a) reaction excitation function relative to the
threshold is proportional to the difference (Qnna -Qna)-
The results of comparison and evaluation of 70 excitation functions are presented in

the work 141. As example two Figures are given below.
hi conclusion we should like to note that we are far from idea to consider our

recommended curves as the most accurate. However, our recommendations are based on
the systematical trends, which were extracted from analysis of available experimental data
and from our point of view in better agreement with physics of processes. We propose that
the curves with considerable deviation from our recommendations should be checked.
There is great chance that some of such curves may be wrong.
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Evaluations of Neutron Cross Sections for 241Am and 243Am

A. V. Ignatyuk, A.I. Blokhin, V.P. Lunev, V.N. Manokhin,
G. Ya. Tertychny, V.A. Tolstikov, K.I.Zolotarev

In recent years the new evaluations were made for the full files of americium isotope
neutron cross sections: ENDF/B-VI /I/ for Am-241 and Minsk's group for Am-241, -
242m and -243 /2-3/. These evaluations are based on all available experimental data and
the cross sections of many reactions in these files are improved essentially in comparison
with previous evaluations. However in our opinion the recommended data in the new
evaluations of fission cross sections do not describe optimally the available experimental
data. For Am-241 and Am-243 we analyzed independently the experimental data of
fission, (n,xn) and radiative capture cross sections and prepared the modified files of the
evaluated neutron cross sections for BROND-3 library.

For the evaluation of 241Am and 243Am fission cross sections all experimental
information available in the neutron energy region from 2 keV to 20 MeV was analyzed.
The data were corrected with the new recommended monitor reaction cross sections. The
most 241Am(n,f) and 243Am(n,f) reaction cross sections were measured relative to the 235U
fission cross section. For the normalization of such data the fission cross section of 235U
from ENDF/B-VI library was used.

In some works the 24lAm(n,f) and 243Am(n,f) cross sections were measured relative
to 239Pu fission cross section. The 239Pu(n,f) reaction cross sections from JENDL-3.2 were
used to obtain absolute values of 241Am(n,f) reaction cross sections. The cross sections of
the monitor 238U(n,f) and 237Np(n,f) reactions were taken from ENDF/B-VI and from new
evaluation made in IPPE.

To fit the recommended curve of the fission cross section the method of the statistical
analysis of correlated data was used. The evaluated fission cross sections for Am-241 are
given in Fig. 1 together with the renormalized experimental data and other evaluations.

The experimental information for the Am-243 fission cross section in the energy
region of 1 keV - 20 MeV are poorer than for Am-241. There are only seven experimental
works in which 243Am(n,f) excitation function was studied in relatively wide intervals of
neutron energy. The analysis of experimental data after their renormalization to the new
standards shows that there are noticeable systematic discrepancies between the data of
different authors. For selection of more reliable data the microscopic experimental data
were averaged on the spectra of Cf-252 spontaneous fission neutron source and Zebra-
reactor and compared with the results of integral measurements in those spectra.

The analysis and correction of the experimental data permitted to remove
considerably the contradictions in the Am-243 fission cross section measurements. The
data for the Am-243 fission cross section are very scarce in the energy region above
10.5 MeV and measured with large uncertainties. That is why the neutron energy
dependence of fission cross section in the region above 10 MeV, calculated in the frame of
the optical-statistical model was used in the procedure of statistical evaluation of the cross
sections in addition to the experimental data.

The Am-243 fission cross section evaluation obtained by statistical analysis of the
correlated data is shown in Figs.2 together with renormalized experimental data and
evaluations of other laboratories. For both americium isotopes the correlation matrices of
uncertainties were also prepared and included into the section MT=33 of the full files of
the evaluated cross sections.
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The experimental data for the neutron radiative capture cross sections exist only in
the energy region 1-400 keV for Am-241 and only in the neutron energy region up to
250 keV for Am-243. These data were renormalized to the present day standards, the
systematic and statistical uncertainties were taken into account and the correlation
coefficients for each data set were evaluated as well

For the neutron energy above upper experimental points the energy dependence of the
radiative capture cross sections obtained from optical-statistical calculations and empirical
systematics of capture cross sections for the neutron energy above 14 MeV were used.

The approximating curve for the capture cross section was obtained by the same
method as for the fission cross sections. The correlation matrices of the uncertainties were
included into the section MT=33 of the full files of the evaluated cross sections. More
detailed description of the radiative capture cross section evaluation for the 24lAm and
243Am was given in the work /4/.

The recent evaluations of the actinide total cross sections are in good agreement,
however there are some discrepancies in the fast neutron absorption cross sections. From
consideration of all the data we came to the conclusion that for Am-241 the scheme of 5
coupled levels with the following optical potential parameters is optimal:

The depth of real part of the potential Vr was adjusted to the neutron strength
function value, determined from the resolved resonance region, and the depth of imaginary
part of the potential in the energy region above 8 MeV was determined on the basis of
optimal description of the fission and (n,xn) reaction cross sections. For Am-243 the same
energy dependence parameters of the optical potential were used with slightly different
values. As far as the neutron elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections, obtained in our
calculations, are close to the ENDF/B-VI evaluations, the relevant sections of the integral
and differential cross sections of neutron elastic and inelastic scattering from the ENDF/B-
VI were included without changes to the new data file for BROND-3.

The discrepancies in the evaluations of absorption and fission cross sections effect
the (n,2n) and (n,3n) reaction cross section evaluations. Because we evaluated also the
(n,2n) and (n,3n) reaction cross sections consistently with the absorbtion and fission cross
sections.

The neutron energy spectra were taken from ENDF/B-VI evaluations.
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Fig. 1. Recommended fission cross section for 241Am in comparison with evaluated
and experimental data.
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Fig. 2. Recommended fission cross section for 243Am in comparison with evaluated
and experimental data.
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Systematical Trends in the Behaviour of Fission and (n,2n)
Reaction Cross Sections of Fissile Isotopes

V.N.Manokhin, A.LBlokhin

In this paper the consistent analysis and comparison are made of the fission and
(n,2n) cross sections in fast neutron energy range.

An analysis of available experimental data on fission cross sections for the isotopes
from thorium up to curium shows that all energy dependences of fission cross sections in
the neutron energy region of 1-20 MeV have similar structural features: maxima in the
energy intervals of 1-3 MeV and 8-9 MeV and minima in the energy intervals of 5-6 MeV
and 11-13 MeV.

Because these maxima and minima are situated practically in the same neutron
energy intervals for all isotopes it is possible to compare fission cross sections in these
intervals in dependence on A and Z. It should be noted that in the 5-6 MeV interval there is
(n,nf) reaction threshold, in the 11-13 MeV there is (n,2nf) reaction threshold. In the
energy interval of 11-13 MeV the maximum of (n,2n) reaction of excitation function and
(n,3n) reaction threshold are located.

Theoretical model calculations show that at 11-13 MeV the inelastic scattering
cross section is small (50-100 mb) and the main contribution to nonelastic interaction in
this energy range gives the fission and (n,2n) reactions.

In Fig. 1 the available experimental and calculated data for the fission cross section
are given. The fission cross sections of a given element may be approximated by straight
lines.

In Fig.2 the calculated and experimental (n,2n) reaction cross section in the
maximum of excitation function are presented. There is practically linear dependence of
these cross sections as a function of atomic mass number A.

The sum of the fission and (n,2n) reaction cross sections in the incident neutron
energy interval of 11-13 MeV changes weakly against atomic mass number of isotopes and
in the first approximation can be considered as constant in all range of isotopes from Th up
to Am and equal to 2580±50 mb.

In the work III the universal normalized function for (n,2n) reaction was given that
describes quite well the shape of the (n,2n) reaction excitation functions from the threshold
up to the maximum of the cross section for a wide region of atomic mass number A = 10-
200. The use of this normalized function for description of the (n,2n) reaction cross section
shape gives good results for 232Th, 238U and 237Np and there are some grounds to believe
that this normalized function will be universal as well for the description of (n,2n) cross
sections of other fissile isotopes.

Comparison of (n,3n) reaction cross section for 5U and 238U shows linear increase
of maximum cross section with increase of atomic mass number. In 121 the more detailed
description of the systematical trends for fissile isotopes is given.
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Fig .2. The (n,2n) reaction cross section at 12-13 MeV (in the maximum of
excitation function).
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Discrepancies in (n,2n) Reaction Excitation Functions
of Rare Earth Isotopes.

Recommendations for Selection of the Reliable Data

A.I.Blokhin, V.N.Manokhin, S.M.Nasyrova

An activity in creation of international data libraries (for example, FENDL library)
leads to the problem of selection of more reliable data from different national or regional
libraries. Because of large discrepancies in many cases it is not easy to decide which data
are reliable. As a rule, there are no serious arguments to reject the data even if they differ
essentially from the others. To solve the problem we proposed the systematics that permits
to select reliable excitation functions.

An analysis of threshold reaction cross sections from different data libraries shows
considerable discrepancies in the excitation functions. These discrepancies are particularly
large, when there are no or too little experimental data. As a rule the evaluated data are
calculated on the basis of theoretical models taking into account the 14-15 MeV
systematics and discrepancies among these calculated data exist for most reactions and
isotopes. We think that it is useful to publish the results of this comparison. We
understand that it is very difficult to correct the existing libraries but hope that our
recommendations will be taken into account.

In this paper the (n,2n) reaction excitation functions for rare earth isotopes from the
libraries BROND-2, ENDF/B-VI, JENDL-3, ADL-3 and EAF-3 were compared.

As a criteria for determination which evaluated data from the libraries mentioned
above seem to be more reliable, the (n,2n) reaction excitation functions, calculated on the
basis of the excitation function systematics, are given together with those from the data
libraries. As the systematics' excitation functions are obtained independently from the
experimental data and model calculations it seems to us reasonable to consider the
systematics curves or those excitation functions which are close to the systematics as more
reliable.

A description of the systematics used in this work for calculation of the (n,2n) reaction
excitation functions in the energy region up to 20 MeV is given in the works /I-3/.

The recommended data obtained on the basis of our method are presented in 50
Figures in the work /4/.

Now we would like to make some general remarks. The comparison of evaluated
curves show, that in most cases the (n,2n) cross section values at the maximum of
excitation functions are rather close. However, there are great discrepancies in shapes of
the excitation functions. Many curves have very steep slope above the threshold that
contradicts new experimental data. One can see a fast decrease of the (n,2n) cross sections
in the energy region above the energy value at which the cross section maximum is
observed. It was proved, on the basis of the experimental data, that the maxima of (n,3n)
reaction cross sections are lower than those of (n,2n) reactions. Also the cross section
increase above the threshold is weaker for (n,3n) reactions than for (n,2n) ones. The fast
drop in cross sections after the maximum seems to be unreasonable. It contradicts also
available experimental data.

It should be mentioned that similar discrepancies for the (n,2n) reactions are also
observed for many other elements. Preliminary analysis indicates the same problems also
for the (n,p) and (n,a) reactions.
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Formation of Activation Products in Interactions of Medium Energy
Protons with Na, Si, P, Cl, Ca and Fe

M. Fassbender\ Yu.N. Shubin andS.M. Qaim*

* Institutfur Nuklearchemie, Forschungszentrum Juelich GMBH,
D-52425 Juelich, Germany

Summary
Excitation functions of (p,x) - processes on the elements , leading to the formation

Na, Si, P, Cl, Ca and Fe, leading to the formation of 22,24Na and the medium mass
activation products 42)43K, 47Ca, 44m>47Sc, 48'51Cr, 52)54Mn, 52Fe and 55Co, were measured
over the proton energy range of 70 to 355 MeV sing the stacked-foil technique. The
product activity could be measured non-destructively via y-ray spectrometry.Experimental
results were compared with theoretical data obtained using modified hybrid nuclear model
code ALICE-IPPE (1998) for intermediate energies. The agreement was found to be
generally satisfactory below 70 MeV. The processes natCl(p,x)22Na, natSi(p,x)22'24Na,
31P(p,x)22Na and natFe(p,x)48V, 55Co, 54Mn, 5lCr are described reasonably well by theory
even at high energies. An activity estimate showed that the contribution of medium mass
activation products to the total tissue and bone activation during proton therapy is
negligible.
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Semi-Empirical Systematics for (N, T) Reaction Cross Sections
at the Energy of 14.6 MeV

A. Yu. Konobeyev*, V.P. LuneV, Yu.N. Shubin

* Institute of Nuclear Power Engineering, 249020 Obninsk,

Summary
A new semi-empirical systematics for the (n,t) reaction cross section at the energy of

14.6 MeV is presented. The systematics is based on the account for nonequilibrium
reaction mechanism and the corresponding analytical formulas of the preequilibrium
exciton model. It is shown that the new semiempirical systematics not only ensures better
description of the available experimental data as compared with the systematics suggested
earlier, but enables to obtain the more realistic cross section values for the nuclei remote
from the stability valley than those predicted by the empirical systematics.
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Nuclear Data Needs for Accelerator Driven Subcritical
Systems with Heavy Metal Coolant

A. V. Ignatyuk, Yu.N. Shubin

Abstract
The nuclear data needed for the calculations and analysis of the properties of

accelerator driven subcritical systems and heavy liquid metal fast reactors (LMFR) for the
transmutation problem are discussed on the example of investigation of the nuclei
concentrations and long-lived residual radioactivity accumulated in Pb and Pb-Bi targets
irradiated by high energy proton beam. Status of nuclear data in various energy regions is
outlined The dominating components to the total radioactivity of radionuclides resulting
from fission, spallation reactions and radiative capture by target nuclei for various
irradiation and cooling times were analyzed. The volatile nuclide concentrations were
determined also. The estimations of spectral component contributions of neutron and
proton fluxes to the accumulated activity were carried out. It was shown that main
contribution to the long-lived radioactivity give a high energy (> 20 MeV) part of the
neutron and proton spectra. The contributions of fission products to the target activity and
partial activities of main long-lived fission products were evaluated. The accumulation of
Po isotopes due to the reactions of radiative capture were determined together with
spallation reaction products giving the main contribution to the long-lived radioactivity.
The production of tritium in the targets and its contribution to the total target activity was
considered and the status of data needed for this task is discussed. The nuclear data
connected with beam attenuation, gas production and radiation damage in the accelerator-
target window was considered also.

For the liquid metal fast blankets conceived for the transmutation of actinides the
traditional energy region is important. The attention is drawn to the large discrepancies in
reaction cross sections for the both fission and multiple neutron emission. Recent
evaluations for minor actinides are presented and nuclear data for thorium cycle are
discussed. The necessity of the consisted evaluated cross section data base development at
intermediate energies is stressed.
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New Version of the Advanced Computer Code
ALICE - IPPE

A.I. Dityuk, A. Yu. Konobeyev*, V.P. Lunev, Yu.N. Shubin,

* Institute of Nuclear Power Engineering, 249020 Obninsk

Abstract
A new version of the ALICE code - ALICE-IPPE - is described. The main changes

are briefly outlined. The new version of ALICE-IPPE differs from the ALICE-92 in a
following aspects. Algorithm for the level density calculation according to the generalized
superfluid model was tested, corrected and improved. Preequilibrium cluster emission
calculation was included in the code. Calculation of the alpha-particle spectra is performed
taking into account both the pick-up and knock-out processes. The phenomenological
approach is used to describe direct channel for the deuteron emission. The triton and He-3
spectra are calculated according to the coalescence pick-up model of Sato, Iwamoto,
Harada. Double precision calculations is used in all code. The correction taking into
account gamma-ray emission was made for cross-section calculations. The contribution for
residual (Z,A) nucleus production due to photon emission and following particle emission
from residual (Z,A-1) or (Z-1,A-1) is considered directly. The corrections were made for
the algorithm of multiple precompound proton emission spectra calculation near threshold
and Kalbach systematic treatment.

Reference
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1998.
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Inelastic Neutron Scattering and Prompt Fission
Neutron Spectra for 237Np

N.V. Kornilov, A.B. Kagalenko, V.Ya. Baryba, KG. Demenkov,
S. V. Pupko, P.A. Androsenko

The 237Np is a dominant nucleus among the nuclei from atomic power waste and the
knowledge of the neutron data for this nucleus is of paramount importance for
transmutation problem. Till now there are no any experimental data for inelastic cross
section and scattering neutron spectra that complicates the data evaluation. The first
experimental results are presented in this paper.

The measurement of the inelastic neutron spectra and cross section for 237Np is
complicated by the following factors:
1. A rather massive sample is required for a such measurement, that is, the measurement

may be carried out if hundred grams sample of Np is available;
2. The neptunium oxide powder is the only material available for sample preparation.

Hence, the detail simulation of the experiment and careful investigation of the neutron
source spectra are required for correct estimation of the inelastic neutron spectra and
cross sections;

3. Np sample produces very intensive y-rays background, that should be proper reduced
for successful measurements;

4. The total secondary neutron spectra (inelastic, elastic and fission) may be measured for
Np. Hence, one should know the spectrum of prompt fission neutrons (PFNS) to
estimate the inelastic neutron spectrum. This is a typical problem for fissile nuclei,
however, due to lack of experimental data for Np, an additional measurements are
required to made correct subtraction of the PFNS contribution.

In this paper we describe how the mentioned above problems have been overcome.
The secondary neutron spectra (inelastic, elastic, fission) for 237Np were measured by the
neutron time of flight spectrometer of the IPPE at the incident energy range 1-2.5 MeV.
The solid tritium target was used as a neutron source. The neptunium oxide (189 g) packed
in the low mass stainless steel container was used as a scattering sample. The neutron
background due to scattering on the target environment and tritium into the target backing
was measured and was calculated with the appropriate model of the neutron source. The
data were corrected for neutron background, the scattering on the oxygen and iron nuclei,
and the effect of the finite sample size. The fission neutron spectra were measured,
evaluated and subtracted from the emission neutron spectra to estimate inelastic neutron
spectra and cross sections. The experimental results were compared with ENDF/B-VI,
BROND-2, JENDL-3 neutron data libraries.
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On the Contradiction Between Microscopic and Macroscopic
Data for 235U Fission Neutron Spectrum at Thermal Energy

N. V. Kornilov, A.B. Kagalenko, KJ.Zolotarev

The 235U is a most important nucleus for practical applications. So this explain a
particular interest to measurement and evaluation of the 235U neutron data. The prompt
fission neutron spectrum (PFNS) for 3 U at thermal point have been investigated in many
works, but some problems still exist. The PFNS may be investigated in a several kind of the
experiments. The direct information is extracted from microscopic experiment in which the
spectrum shape is measured at fixed neutron incident energy. The detector efficiency is the
only function which required for spectrum shape estimation from these experiments. The
average cross section measured in integral experiment also may be used for PFNS
evaluation. However, in this case one should know not only the reaction cross section but the
real shape of the spectrum exposed the investigated sample. In benchmark experiments the
reaction rates are measuring in various type of the reactors and critical assemblies. The
difference between experimental and calculated results (if it exists) may be applied for PFNS
correction. However, the final result will depend very much on the neutron data accuracy and
the accuracy of the codes and model that were used for these calculations.

All recent U PFNS evaluations ([1-3]) were based on the experimental data
however, they give very different spectrum shape (>15%) and different average energy of
the fission neutrons 1.964±0.019MeV [1], 2.027MeV [2], 2.033MeV[3], In paper [1], we
used only microscopic data for PFNS evaluation. The authors of [2] took into account all
set of data: microscopic, integral and benchmark data to find the parameters of the Watt
distribution. As a result, the low energy part of the spectrum was mainly based on the
microscopic data but the PFNS shape in the high energy region was constructed to
describe the average cross sections and benchmark experiments [4]. It seems that the
parameters of the Madland-Nix model [3] were also adjusted to compromise the
microscopic and integral data.

The low average energy 1.97+0.02MeV was reported in many experimental works.
The authors [2] pointed out this value however, they were obliged to increase to ~3% the
average energy to describe the results of integral experiments and benchmark data. They
concluded that may exist another sources of the discrepancy, however the large
uncertainties for the microscopic PFNS at high energy allowed them to correct neutron
spectrum and include such data in ABBN-93 [5].

In this report it was shown that already existing microscopic experimental data for
spectrum of the 235U prompt fission neutron at thermal point allow us to estimate the
spectrum shape with high accuracy. The average neutron energy calculated on the basis of
experimental data 1.977±0.008MeV contradicts to values from ENDF/B-VI and ABBN-93
libraries. It was emphasized that the "old" contradiction between microscopic and
macroscopic experimental data is not solved till now.
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Evaluation of Non-Rutherford Proton Elastic
Scattering Cross Section for Silicon

A.F.Gurbich

The Ion Beam Analysis techniques that deduce the information about the
composition and the structure of the sample by comparing a simulated spectrum of
detected ions to the measured spectrum become more and more widespread. In distinct of
relative measurements using standard reference samples the methods, which are based on
the computer simulation, strongly rely on the available absolute cross section data.

The evaluation of the proton elastic scattering cross sections for silicon was made in
the framework of the approach previously described [1,2]. Briefly it consists in
parameterisation of the available experimental data using the theoretical model which
involves relevant physics. The interaction between the proton and the target nucleus is
represented, in the center of mass of the equivalent single particle problem, by an optical
model potential. The compound nucleus levels contribution is taken into account by
addition of Breit-Wigner resonances to the optical amplitude. The model parameters are
adjusted using the experimental information taken from different sources. Once the
optimal in a statistical sense set of model parameters is obtained, the required excitation
functions for analytical purposes may be calculated for any scattering angle.

The cross section for natural silicon was calculated as a sum of the cross sections for
its three stable isotopes weighted by the relative abundance. The resonance parameters for
compound 29P nucleus were fixed at the values taken from [12]. Three strong resonances
mainly influence the cross section in the energy range under consideration. Resonances at
proton energies of Ep=1.66 MeV (1/2") and Ep=2.88 MeV (3/2") in the p+28Si system are
known [3,5] to have a single particle configuration. Therefore these resonances were not
explicitly included in the calculations being reproduced by potential scattering. In addition
to the strong resonance at Ep=2.085 MeV the width of which is T=15.6 keV [12] the
resonances located up to 4 MeV were included in order to take account of the influence of
their tails. The optimization procedure was the same as specified in [1]. Relatively narrow
resonances are only observed for proton scattering from Si and 30Si in the energy range
under investigation. These resonances are too weak to remarkably affect the cross section
for natural silicon. So resonance scattering was neglected for the minor isotopes of silicon.
The contribution of these isotopes was taken into account using a standard optical model
with global parameters [13]. The following changes were only made. The imaginary
potential was discarded and the real well depth of the central potential was adjusted by
fitting to the experimental data taken from Refs. [14,15] and [16] for 29Si (P«=65.3 MeV)
and 30Si (VR=65J MeV) respectively.

The evaluated theoretical curves do(E)/dQ for the elastic proton scattering from
natural silicon along with available experimental data are shown in Fig.l for three
scattering angles. As is seen from the figures the theoretical curves are in a fair agreement
with the experimental data in the energy region greater than approximately 1.5 MeV. It is
worth noting that the contribution of the minor silicon isotopes to the total cross section is
significant when 28Si cross section is far from the Rutherford value. For instance, the Si
and 30Si isotopes give in sum about a half of the observed cross section for 170° excitation
function at the center of the broad dip near 2.8 MeV.

At energy lower than -1.5 MeV the theory predicts higher cross sections for the 150°
and 170° scattering angles as compared with the data from Ref.[10]. The most prominent
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discrepancy (up to factor 1.5) is observed for
110° scattering angle at energies lower than
-1.2 MeV. Unfortunately the only
experimental data set [10] is available in this
case. The discrepancy has been thoroughly
studied but no reasons for such a deviation of
the cross section from Rutherford one was
found in the present analysis. It is up to a
potential user to decide whether to rely upon
the measured or on the evaluated data.
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Benchmarking of Evaluated Neutron Data for Vanadium by
a 14 Mev Spherical Shell Transmission Experiment

S.P. Simakov, B.V. Devkin, B.I. Fursov, M.G. Kobozev, V.A.Talalaev,
U. von Mollendorff', M.M. Potapenko2

1 Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institutfur Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik,
Karlsruhe, Germany

2Institute of Inorganic Materials, Moscow, Russia

Vanadium-based alloys are interesting, in several respects, as potential structural
materials for fusion reactors. From the point of view of neutronics, one of the interesting
features is a possible superior neutron economy, i.e., a favourable balance between
absorption by (n,x) reactions and multiplication by (n,2n) reactions. According to
calculations using evaluated nuclear data for vanadium from the EFF-1 file, vanadium as
structural material instead of steel may open the possibility of attaining a sufficient tritium
breeding ratio in the blanket of a DEMO-like reactor without requiring a specific neutron
multiplier such as beryllium or lead, resulting in considerable engineering and economic
advantages. This is not possible in a blanket having steel structures. For a reliable
assessment of vanadium in this respect, its evaluated nuclear data should be verified,
'benchmarked', by integral experiments, i.e., experiments on thick samples. A very
suitable type of experiment consists in measuring the spectral leakage flux from spherical
shells with a central neutron source.

In the experiment reported here, two spherical shells having wall thickness of 3.5 cm
(0.6 X) and 10.5 cm (1.8 X) were used. The present experiment was performed in
collaboration between IPPE Obninsk and Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. It appears to be
the first integral fast-neutron experiment ever performed on vanadium. Similar
experiments on vanadium are being performed at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
and at the Technical University of Dresden.

Measurements of neutron leakage spectra from two shells of pure with a 14 MeV
neutron source at the center have been performed at 14 MeV pulsed neutron generator of
IPPE. The neutron leakage spectra were measured by the time-of-flight method from 15
MeV down to 50 keV. Descriptions of the experimental arrangement, the time-of-flight
spectrometer, the measurements and data reduction procedures are given. Corrections
connected with neutron multiple scattering in the neutron source, deviations from spherical
symmetry and others were estimated by the Monte-Carlo technique. Also, the response
function of the spectrometer was determined and folded with the calculated spectra to
allow meaningful calculation-experiment comparisons even near the 14 MeV peak. As an
example the experimental data are shown in Fig. 1 for the case of vanadium shell #2.

Three-dimensional Monte-Carlo calculations were made with the MCNP code, using
the EFF-3, FENDL-1 and JENDL-FF nuclear data libraries. The total leakage fluence is
correctly predicted or slightly overestimated by all these evaluated data. However, its
breakdown into energy bins (Fig. 1) shows considerable overestimation near 0.1 MeV for
FENDL-1 and JENDL-FF and near 10 MeV for JENDL-FF, while EFF-3 on the whole
reproduces the leakage spectra best. An analysis of existing differential experimental
V(n,xn) data at 14 MeV incident energy agrees with these findings.
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Benchmarking of Evaluated Neutron Data for Nickel By 14-MeV
Spherical Shell Transmission Experiments

S.P. Simakov, B. V. Devkin, M.G. Kobozev, U. von Mollendorff', D. Yu. Chuvilin2

1 Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institutfur Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik,
Karlsruhe, Germany;

2Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, Russia

Nickel is an important constituent of stainless steels and other alloys used, e.g., as
structural and shielding materials in fusion technology. While the low-activation materials
being presently developed for fusion power reactors will be free of nickel, the validation of
evaluated nuclear data for nickel is still important in view of near-term applications. Such
validation or benchmarking should be done by integral experiments, i.e., involving thick
layers of the material, in order to be close to the application case.

Several laboratories have measured the spectral neutron leakage fluence from nickel
spheres by different techniques. In 1992, our group at Obninsk measured the neutron
leakage spectrum from a metallic nickel shell with 7.5 cm wall thickness [1] by the time-
of-flight (TOF) technique. Using the same shell, measurements of the neutron leakage
spectrum have been made also at Kiev University [2] by the same technique and at the
Institute of Dosimetry, Prague [3], by the scintillator pulse height unfolding technique. For
a larger sphere having 14.5 cm wall thickness, the leakage spectrum has been measured by
the TOF method at the OKTAVIAN facility of Osaka University [4].

The results of our transmission experiment on a spherical nickel shell of 7.5 cm wall
thickness with a 14 MeV neutron point source at the center are shown in Fig.l in
comparison with three-dimensional Monte Carlo calculations using data from the libraries
FENDL-1, EFF-2.4 and JENDL-FF. It is seen that the FENDL-1 library predicts the
neutron leakage from nickel with better accuracy than the others, but some improvements
are still needed.

The comparisons with the data of the other groups have shown that there is
discrepancies which sometimes exceed the experimental uncertainties ascribed. This make
it difficult to derive conclusions on the reliability of the nickel evaluated if we taking into
account all available experimental data sets.
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Neutron Leakage Spectra from Iron Spheres
with 252Cf Neutron Source

B.V. Devkin, M.G. Kobozev, S.P. Simakov, V.V. Sinitsa, V.A. Talalaev,
U. Fischer', U. von Mollendorff

1 Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institutfur Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik,
Karlsruhe, Germany

Testing of neutron data in spherical benchmarks is considered as important step on
the way of validation of evaluate data libraries. Traditionally scintillation detectors and
pulse height technique was used for neutron spectroscopy in the benchmarks with 252Cf
source [1]. In 1988 we have proposed and tested the time of flight method for the
spectroscopy of the neutrons leaking from the spheres with 252Cf source in the center [2].
The source was a fast ionzation fission chamber. The advantage of this technique is that
neutron leakage spectra and efficiency are measured simultaneously in the one experiment
(Cf in the sphere and bare source, respectively). In the present work we report the results
of the measurements and comparison with transport calculations for five iron spheres, the
parameters of which are listed in the Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of iron spheres.
Sphere

No.
1
2
3
4
5

Sphere Radius, cm
outer
4.5
12.0
12.0
20.0
30.0

inner
2.0
4.5
2.0
1.9
2.0

Wall thickness
cm
2.5
7.5
10.0
18.1
28.0

X
0.6
1.7
2.3
4.2
6.4

Hole
diameter, cm

2.0
3.0-3.2
2.0-3.2
1.9-2.5
2.0-4.0

Weight
kg
2.4
50.9
53.3

258.0
874.0

Transport calculations have been made with one-dimensional code ANISN and
three-dimensional - MCNP 4.a, data files being taken from the BROND-2, FENDL-1,
ENDF-B6, JENDL-3. The MCNP code was used as well for estimation of the specific
corrections. For example, the effect connected with the employing of the time of flight
method in the experiment. These results to the shifting of the resonance like structure in
the experimental spectrum to the lower energy, because of the time delay of the scattered
neutrons in the shell. Fig. 1 demonstrates this effect for the case of thickest sphere #5,
where time independent and time-dependent (neutron time of arrival spectrum was
converted to energy one) Monte Carlo calculations are shown.

The comparison of transport calculation with experimental data did not indicate
any significant discrepancies except for the case of the shell #5.
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2.4 T R A N S M U T A T I O N

Calculations of Isotopic Composition, Residual Heat and
Helium Content of Spent Amox Fuel (Americium

Containing Fuel) of BOR-60 Reactor

E. V.Gai, A.E.Ivanov, A.LKochetkov, N.S.Rabotnov

Summary

As a stage in preparations for "RECYCLE" experiment on BOR-60 fast reactor
calculations were made of isotope inventory, residual heat and helium content of AMOX
fuel during the campaign and for cooling times up to 180 years (ten periods of Cm-244).

Following assumptions were made on the fuel composition:
1. Basic fuel element is 75% enriched uranium.
2. 20 or 50 per cent mass are added of Am-Cm fraction extracted from reprocessed

SNF of WER-1000 reactor with initial enrichment of 4.4% and buraup of 40 GW days/t
cooled for ten years. Basic components of the fraction are (per cent): Am-241 - 83.746;
Am-242m - 0.101; Am-243 -13.163; Cm-242 - 2.46E-04; Cm-243 - 0.029; Cm-244 -
2.731; Cm-245 - 0.227; Cm-246 - 3.59E-03; Cm247 - 6.31E-05; Cm248 - 6.25E-06.

3. This fraction contains the admixture of 10 per cent mass of lantanides
unseparated from americium and curium.

4. Following chemical forms were assumed for the actinides: UO2, A1TI2O3 and
Cm2O3.

Similar calculations were also made for standard MOX fuel of BOR-60 with Am-
Cm added in the same proportions. The results may be outlined as follows.

If Am is added to standard fuel, 21% of Am-241 and 13% of Am-243 are
transmuted during the campaign. As compared to the case of pure standard MOX-SNF
piling up of Cm isotopes increases thousands of times, Pu-238 and Pu-242 dozens and
hundreds of times, helium production hundreds of times.

There is no Pu in AMOX fuel based on 75% U, so there are considerable
quantitative differences: Am transmutation rate is about 16.5% per campaign, the mass of
accumulated Cm is about 13% of the mass of transmuted Am, the mass of accumulated Pu
- 45% for initial Am-Cm concentration of 20% and 35% for initial Am-Cm concentration
of 50%. Accumulated Pu consists almost entirely of non-fissioning isotopes. Total
accumulation of helium may be as high as 1 kg/thm and helium pressure in fuel pin
plenum may reach dozens of MPa.

The residual heat (RH) was at first calculated only for long cooling times in 3-180
years interval for both actinides and fission products as components of SNF. But the fact
that actinides contribution in all this interval was much higher than that of the FPs
indicated the necessity to extend the calculations into shorter cooling times, from one hour
to one year. According to the results, RH of the actinides makes even with RH of FPs in
three days after shutdown for 20% of Am-Cm and in three hours for 50% of Am-Cm (or
uranium fuel it happens in dozens of years). And absolute value of the total RH stays
above 1 MW/t for about a month with important consequences for both planned and
emergency cooling after shutdown.
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No single satisfactory numerical criterion of the efficiency of MA transmutation was
proposed up to now, so various parameters influencing the efficiency are discussed for the
case analyzed: M - total transmuted mass; m- total burned mass (turned into FPs); Cj -
isotopic concentrations of the actinides, including heavier MA produced by .neutron
absorption both on transmuted isotopes and on fuel matrix fissionable and fertile
components; n - total number of neutrons absorbed by the actinides; E - total energy
release; in-core life-time and cooling time before reprocessing. If the mass of re-
accumulated MA and even isotopes of U and Pu is subtracted from the transmuted mass,
the balance is negative for 20% of Am-Cm case and positive for 50% of Cm-Am case.
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Potentials of Molten Tin as a Coolant for Electronuclear Systems

G.L. Khorasanov, A.P. Ivanov, and A.L. Shimkevich

One of the first proposals to use liquid tin for nuclear power facility was done by
J.R.Weeks in 1971 III. He considered melts of natural tin and its eutectic alloys, Bi-Sn,
Pb-Sn, and Bi-Pb-Sn as potential coolants for fast reactors. The attractive features of tin
such as high boiling point (7boii. = 2270 °C), low vapor pressure (~ 100 Pa for 800 °C),
and low melting point (rmeit. = 231.9 °C), were mentioned. Meanwhile it was noted that
molten tin is one of the agressive liquid metals. It interacts with steel to form FeSn2. So
Cr, Mo, W or Ti as potentially satisfactory structural materials appear to be used for high
temperatures. Later Zr alloys were also considered to be a compatible material with liquid
tin.

The next proposal to use molten tin in fast reactors was done by L.Qian in 1992 111.
He analyzed the possibility for changing sodium by tin coolant to increase the safety of
minor actinides burner. The share of delayed neutrons in a core with liquid tin can be
increased in doping a small amount of Pu and diluted U. This is impossible in the core
with liquid sodium due to the void effect of reactivity. In general, it was shown that tin is a
promising alternative for sodium, and its using essentially improves fast reactor safety
properties.

The first proposal to use liquid tin in electronuclear systems was done by
G.L.Khorasanov et al in 1996 /3-5/. It is known that the neutron yield from a tin target-
converter irradiated with 100—400 MeV protons is slightly less than the one of the lead
target. This fact requires an increase of accelerator power to provide the necessary
intensity of neutrons, 1018-1019 neutron/s, for full-scale electronuclear systems.
Meanwhile, the use of Sn instead of Pb or Bi-Pb can sufficiently improve thermal and
physical and ecological characteristics of target assembly.

In comparing liquid tin and liquid lead characteristics, one can conclude the
following.
• The low melting point of tin in comparison with lead allows the inlet temperature of a

coolant to decrease.
• Due to the higher boiling point of tin, the operation range of temperatures for tin

coolant, A T= Iboii-rmeit, is wider than the one for lead coolant.

• Requirements to liquid tin circulation are easier than that to liquid lead in systems with
positive motion.

• Consideration of thermal and physical properties (such as heat conductivity, heat
capacity, dynamic viscosity, and etc.) gives also some advantage for tin over lead.

• Due to the mentioned thermal and physical properties of tin, it is possible very
effective heat removal up to 1 GW/m3. In this case, the required coolant temperature is
of order 400-600 °C and coolant flow velocity is about 2 - 4 m/s.

• The estimated radioactivity of tin as well as bismuth-lead is high enough after
irradiation with 400 MeV proton flux of 5-1013 proton/cm2-s during 1 year. It requires a
cooling time of several thousand years to decrease target activities to the acceptable
hands-on level, which is about 108 Bq/kg for beta-active nuclides 161.

• A completed absence of alpha-active nuclides (Po-210, Pb-202) in the radioactive
wastes of tin makes it less radiotoxic material than lead or bismuth-lead.
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• Tin target may also compete with lead target as an effective proton-to-neutron
converter; to enhance the neutron yield heavy tin isotope, Sn-124 (6 percent in the
natural mixture), must be used. It was calculated that neutron yields Pb-208, Hg-204,
and Sn-124 differ less than 15 percent.

• As concerned the compatibility of liquid tin with steels it must be noted that an
increased oxygen content in a heat transfer system with liquid metal coolant causes the
intensive corrosion of structural materials. The scale of oxygen effect on steel
corrosion is defined not by oxygen mass concentration in liquid metal but a level of its
oxidation potential in saturation on oxygen. For example, the corrosion in sodium is
less than the one in lead at equal oxygen mass content in them and all other things as
temperature, hydrodynamics, surface state of structural materials. One can assume that
liquid tin intervening sodium and lead on the oxidation potential in saturation state is
to be characterized by temperate oxygen-dependent corrosion activity in comparison
with lead and eutectic alloy of bismuth-lead. In this case, one can do away with classic
technology for oxygen passivation of structural materials and recommend a
development of oxygen-less coolant technology as for sodium 111.
Thus, the cited arguments and estimation permit tin to be considered as a target-

converter material in beam-reactor systems. The use of molten tin can improve thermal
and physics, safety, and ecology of an electronuclear system at increasing a price of 15-30
percent beam power.

Outstanding calculations of Dr. A.Yu.Konobeyev are gratefully acknowledged.
Research performed in part is supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research,
grant #98-02017398.
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Lead Coolant for Fast Reactor-Burner with Hard Neutron Spectrum

G.L.Khorasanov, A.P.Ivanov, V. V.Korobeinikov, A.I.Blokhin, and A.L.Shimkevich

The incineration of long-lived radiotoxic minor actinides (MA) is one of the important
problems in the development of the future nuclear power engineering. Potentials of fast
reactor for burning Np-237, Pu-240, Pu-242, and Am-243 fissile preferentially under hard
neutron spectrum are well known. Our main concern is with ways for further hardening of
conventional fast reactor neutron spectra.

The use of coolants with low moderating properties is one of the ways to get the hard
neutron spectrum in the fast reactor. In this paper, the stable lead isotope, Pb-208, which
52.3 percent are contained in natural lead of, is proposed as the one of such coolants. The
neutron inelastic scattering cross-section of Pb-208 is 3-3.5 times less than the one for
other lead isotopes. These data are taken from JENDL-3.2 library /I / and given in Table 1.

Table 1. Neutron inelastic scattering cross-sections of natural lead and his stable isotopes,
averaged up on fission neutron spectrum, barns.

Nuclide
Cross-section,oin

Pb-204
1.325

Pb-206
1.316

Pb-207
1.265

Pb-208
0.361

Pb-nat
0.804

Calculation of the MA transmutation rates in the fast reactor with different coolants is
performed with Monte Carlo code MMKFK 121. The analysis of obtained results for the
blanket containing neptunium and americium and having thickness of 50 cm was carried
out. The composition of this blanket is listed in Table 2.

Table 2. The composition of the blanket including (MA + coolant), nuclides-10"24/cm3.

Nuclide

Np-237
Am-241
Am-243
0
Na
Pb-nat
Pb-208

Model 1
(Np+Na)

0.00126
0.0
0.0
0.00252
0.01030
0.0
0.0

Model 2
(Np+Pb-nat)

0.00126
0.0
0.0
0.00252
0.0
0.01430
0.0

Model 3
(Np+Pb-208)

0.00126
0.0
0.0
0.00252
0.0
0.0
0.01430

Model 4
(Am+Na)

0.0
0.00114
0.00040
0.00236
0.01030
0.0
0.0

Model 5
(Am+Pb-nat)

0.0
0.00114
0.00040
0.00236
0.0
0.01430
0.0

Model 6
Am+Pb-208)

0.0
0.00114
0.00040
0.00236
0.0
0.0
0.01430

For all the models, the composition of structural materials is the same. Nuclear
concentration values for structural materials used in homogeneous blanket are listed in
Table 3.

Table 3. The nuclear concentration of structural materials in homogeneous blanket model,
nuclides-10"24/cm3.

Nuclide
Fe
Cr
Ni
Mo
Mn
Zr
C

Model 1-6
0.014
0.00308
0.00168
0.000242
0.000164
0.00216
0.00216
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The obtained results are given in Table 4.

Table 4. The portion of fission in cross-section of neutron capture and fission for
neptunium and americium in the fast reactor blanket with different coolants,

MA

Np-237

Am-241

Am-243

Na coolant

0.2000

0.1770

0.2170

Pb-nat coolant

0.2100

0.1750

0.2260

Pb-208 coolant

0.2650

0.2150

0.2800

As follows from Table 4, the fast reactor with natural lead coolant practically does not
differ of the reactor with sodium coolant in terms of their ability to MA incineration. The
use of Pb-208 in the fast reactor results in increasing that to incinerate MA of 20-30
percent in comparison with a conventional fast reactor. This fact has to be taken into
account for using the lead coolant.
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Lead and Tin Targets for Reducing Polonium Waste

G.L.Khorasanov, A.P.Ivanov, A.I.Blokhin, and A.L.Shimkevich

Polonium isotope, Po-210, and lead isotope, Pb-210, are the most toxic alpha-active
nuclides resulted of nuclear reactions for natural lead and bismuth as target materials in
ADTT. A calculation shows that activity of Po-210 produced in lead reaches the value of
101' Bq/kg after the irradiation during 30 years, and it decays to the clearance level of 104

Bq/kg by cooling time of 100 years. In order to reduce accumulation of Po-210, and Pb-
210, a new forthcoming technique of isotopic tailoring is proposed to use. It is calculated
that the activity of Po-210 arising from stable lead isotope, Pb-207, decreases to the value
of 109 Bq/kg under the same irradiation conditions as from Pb-natural. In the case of Pb-
207, the irradiation cooling time of 7 to 8 years only is required to reach the clearance
level. These calculations were carried out in using FISPACT-3 code and FENDL-2 library
for typical fast reactor neutron spectrum and neutron flux of 51015 n/cm2/s.

As opposed to projects providing for target of heavy metals, we also consider liquid
tin target that is lighter and has better thermal, physical, and ecological properties than
lead or bismuth. A complete absence of alpha-active nuclides, high boiling point, wide
operation temperature range gives some advantages for tin over lead. Tin target can
compete with lead target as an effective proton-to-neutron converter. In order to enhance
the neutron yield, heavy tin isotope of Sn-124 is to be used. The calculation performed
with DISCA code shows that the neutron yield of Sn-124 is 15 % less than the one of Pb-
natural for protons with the energy of 400 to 800 MeV.

From this data lead enriched by isotope, Pb-207, and tin enriched by isotope, Sn-124,
can be considered as an effective target-converter materials for reducing toxic alpha-active
wastes such Po-210, Pb-210.
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2.5 C O N D E N C E D M A T T E R P H Y S I C S

Comparative Analysis of Ionic and Hydrophobic Hydration Effects

A.G.Novikov, M.N.Rodnikova* and O. V.Sobolev

Kurnakov Institute of General and Inorganic Chemistry, Russian Academy of
Sciences, 117907, Moscow, Russia

Neutron scattering experiments on LiCl, CsCl, [CH3]4NC1 (2M) and [C4H9]4NC1
(1M) aqueous solutions curried out by our group in last years and the analysis of these
experiments allow us to perform the comparison of the effects of ionic and hydrophobic
hydration on the molecular level. Experiments and data handling methods were described
in our previous papers [1-4].

The GFD of pure water molecules and GFDs of water molecules comprising the
hydration shells of Cs+, Li+ and Bu4N+ ions are shown in Fig. 1. Although Li+ and Cs+

ions belong to different types of ionic hydration (positive and negative), as it follows
from presented data, both of these ions lead to H-B network disruption in the hydration
shell. That is evidenced by decreasing of the weight of the fist translation mode (the
most low-frequency one) corresponding to deformation of tetrahedral angle O-O-O,
which is usually regarded as the evidence of the H-B network existence [5]. The primary
water structure distortion in the vicinity of the dissolved ion is also witnessed by
libration bands shift to the low frequency, which is more obvious in the case of Cs+ ion
and weaker in the case of Li+.

The BU4N"1" ion affects molecules GFD of their hydration shell differently from ions
mentioned above. It follows from Fig.lc there is no any significant changes in the low-
frequency part of spectra. This fact is indicative of persistence of H-B network existing in
pure water in the vicinity of large hydrophobic particle. In our opinion, this result directly
correlates with the results of neutron diffraction investigations on water structure in
hydration spheres of thetraalkilammonium ions [6-9]. There was shown clearly the
absence of significant influence of these ions (at least, up to and including Bu4N

+) on
hydration water molecular structure, which appears as practically indistinguishable from
pure water. As it was pronounced repeatedly earlier, the reason of such result is the
structural features of these ions, which allow them to enter into inherent tetrahedral water
structure without its distortion. The geometrical model of such structural organization for
Me4N+ was formulated [8].

It should be noted that the study of hydrophobic effects by Raman scattering and
infrared adsorption also did not show the remarkable growth of intermolecular interactions
and space coordination of H-B network in hydration water surrounding the hydrophobic
particles [10].
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Fig. 1 Generalized frequency distributions of water molecules. Solid
circles - pure water, open circles - hydration water: (a) - Li+ ion;
(b)-Cs+ion;(c)-TBA+ion.
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Some Structural and Dynamical Properties of Liquid POC13

A.G. Novikov, D.I. Seliverstov, O. V. Sobolev.

The liquid POCI3 (chlorine oxide of phosphor) is known as a main component of a
mixture, constituting the liquid based laser system (typical composition: POCI3 + SnCU,
activated by Nd3+ ions ) [1]. If the chemical properties and electron excitation spectrum of
this liquid are widely studied, the information, concerning with its molecular structure and
microdynamics is very scarce. At the same time it is well established, the elementary
excitation spectrum of phonon subsystem and its correlation with electronic excitations are
directly related to the nature of electron excitation transfer, its relaxation and quenching
[2]. This is why we have undertaken a set of neutron scattering experiments on liquid
POCI3 with the spectrometer DIN-2PI, using it in diffraction as well as in inelastic
scattering modes. The present report contains the short information about our first results.
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Fig. 1. Angular differentia! scattering cross section for liquid POCL3

Fig. 1 shows the angular differential scattering cross section. The arrows point to the
positions of the coherent peaks, found by X-ray diffraction [3]. The double differential
scattering cross sections, measured at small scattering angles, where coherent effects can
be neglected (see initial part of da/dQ on fig.l), were used to extract the generalized
frequency distribution (GFD) of chlorine atoms ( 87% of scattering events on POCI3
molecule are connec-ted with chlorine) by application of the method, elaborated for
incoherent scatterers [4] (fig. 2). The arrows show the location of the intramolecular
modes, discovered in optical experiments by IR- absorption and Raman scattering of light
[5]. It can be concluded from fig. 2, the region of intramolecular modes to be restricted by
the energy transfers 8 > 20meV. Thus, the part of GFD to the left from these energies can
be related to the intermolecular modes. It should be supposed, that the wide peculiarity
with the maximum about e~(4-5) meV contains effects of molecular vibration motions
(hindered translations) as well as effects of molecular librations in the force field of
neighbours. There is no information about the intermolecular interactions in the liquid
under study, but in [6] the method is suggested to estimate the frequency of intermolecular
vibrations for liquids on the basis of their evaporation heats. Taking for POCI3
Hevs8 kCal/mole, we get £tr ~ (7-8) meV. If we suppose the intermolecular part of GFD
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can be described by superposition of two Gaussians, we get one centered near 8~(7-
8) meV (supposed, translational), and the second (librational) near e~(4-5) meV (see inset
of fig. 2). The wide overlap of these curves can be explained by the proximity of effective
masses, which molecule participates in these two kinds of motions with.

The analysis of the quisielastic component of scattering in the region of small q has
allowed to estimate the selfdiffusion coefficient for POCI3 liquid as D ~(1.6±0.2) cm2/c.
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Fig. 2. Generalized frequency distribution G(e) for chlorine atom in
POCL3 molecule. Inset: intermolecular part of G(e). 1 -libration
mode; 2 -translation mode; 3 - common approximating curve.
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Isochoric Specific Heat and Anharmonicity for Liquid Potassium

M. V. Zaezjev, A. G. Novikov, V. V. Savostin

1. Introduction
Liquid alkali metals are assumed to be nearly 'harmonic liquids' with small

anharmonicity. The Griineisen constant, which is of order 1.5, and 1 < CplCy< 1.5 are the
features of these liquids. An inelastic neutron scattering experiment for liquid potassium at
temperatures of 340, 440 and 550 K was performed and frequency spectrum (FS) of
oscillations of potassium's atoms was obtained [1]. Neutrons with initial energy of 4 meV
were used and the average energy of potassium atoms' oscillations was about 7 meV [1].
The temperature dependence of the spectrum is small compared to the energies of the
spectral components in the temperature range studied, the Gruneisen constant has been
found to be 1.3. This temperature dependence indicates an anharmonicity in oscillations of
potassium atoms and makes possible the evaluation of the isochoric specific heat, Cy, at
the same time.

2. Theoretical background
The internal energy of a system per one mole can be represented via a system's FS as

following:
00

U(T) = E0+ 3NA \sg{s)f{s, T) ds , (1)
o

g(s) is the frequency spectrum, NA is the Avogadro number, s is excitation energy, i.e.
change of neutron energy in the scattering process, and the function^^T) is:

]"'+l/2, (2)

£B is the Boltzmann constant. Taking into account the revealed deformation of g{s) with
temperature the specific heat per one mole is:

- f(s,T) + g(s) '— sds. (3)

The first term in square brackets represents the anharmonic contribution to the specific heat.

3. Results
At three temperatures of our experiment g(s) has been represented by the following [1]:

- 2 • n

—?-exp(-£i2/£-2) . (4)
£T

AL and AT are weight coefficients independent of temperature, si and sj are excitation
energies corresponding to the peaks of components, gi{s) and gr{£), respectively. The
dependence of gt{s) (i = L,T) and e-t on temperature is an evidence of anharmonicity. The
function cg(s,T)/dr and the anharmonic contribution in Eq. (3) can be defined now (Fig.l).

The second term in Eq. (3) represents harmonic component and if s « kgT (that is

really the case) it is approximately that of the Dulong-Petit law: Cyar ~ 3NAkB .
Before comparing the result with known data [2] it should be remembered that the

FS, g(s,T), does not contain a diffusion component of the total mobility of atoms. Only
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inelastic contribution to neutron scattering pattern was considered to obtain FS [1]. So now
the diffusion contribution is to be considered, and Cy takes the form:

(5)

Here Cv is the specific heat of Eq. (3), and Sd is relative part of diffusive modes in the FS.
For solid potassium near the melting point the anharmonic contribution has been found

[3]:

Cv
n(T) = 3NAkBTA, (6)

-4 -1

where 4̂ = 1.710 K . Being extrapolated to temperatures from 340 to 550 K this
contribution is shown on Fig.l. More appropriate comparison comes with the result [4]
where the anharmonicity has been considered as a small correction to harmonic law connected
with the structure of liquid that finally yields the upper limit of the anharmonic
contribution:

CP<l.5NAkBSm(T). (7)

Sm(T) is the structure factor, S(q), at g = (18;r «)l/3 [2], n is particle density. It is seen on

Fig. 1 that our result as regards to the anharmonic contribution, Cyn, is consistent with
both [3] and [4]. Total specific heat, CV, calculated with Eq. (5) matches in general the
reference data [2] but are 1 to 1,5 J/mole K smaller. Configurational contribution caused
by thermal expansion of metal and restructuring corresponding to the expansion could be
taken into account. It does not exceed 1.5 J/mole K in the considered temperature range.
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Fig. 1. Isochoric specific heat for liquid potassium.
1 - approximation curve;

2 - anharmonic contribution, Cy", of Eq. (3);
3 - extrapolation of data [3], Eq. (6);
4 - upper limit of the anharmonic contribution, Eq. (7).
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Oxygen Microscopic Dynamics in Liquid Potassium
Studied by Inelastic Neutron Scattering

A.G. Novikov, V.V. Savostin, A.L. Shimkevich, M.V. Zaezjev

1. Introduction
The investigation of liquid alkali metals (LAM) represents an especial interest over a

period of years because of their wide using as coolants for nuclear power systems and
high-temperature heat pipes. As a result, there is an ample experimental and theoretical
information on thermodynamic, thermal and physical properties, structure, and atomic
dynamics of LAM.

Meanwhile LAM form multicomponent impurity solutions in technological practice.
Oxygen is the one of most important impurities. The raise of oxygen solubility in any
coolant dramatically activates the steel corrosion. However the current knowledge of
structural and dynamic properties of oxygen state in LAM is extremely insufficient.

In the present work we set a task to obtain microscopic dynamics characteristics of
oxygen impurity in liquid potassium from data on inelastic neutron scattering.

The conditions of our experiment were chosen in such a way as to avoid an
existence of K2O oxide in the system. On account of low oxygen concentration in the melt, an
assumption has been used that dynamic influence of oxygen on potassium atoms is absent
[1].

2. Experimental
The inelastic-neutron-scattering experiment on liquid potassium-oxygen (K-O) system

was performed at 550 K. Oxygen dissolved in the melt was investigated at concentration of
1.8, 5.1, and 8.5 at.%. The DIN-2PI time-of-flight spectrometer was used. It is located at
one of the neutron beams of the IBR-2 pulsed reactor (Frank Laboratory of Neutron
Physics, JINR, Dubna). The energy of incident neutrons was of 7.5 meV with resolution of
0.37 meV.

200100 50 20 10

200 400 600 800 1000

Fig. 1. DDSCS of slow-neutrons by K-0 melt for the scattering angle of 28° at three
oxygen concentrations: C\ = 1.8 at.%, C2 = 5.1 at.%, C3 = 8.5 at.%. t and hco
is neutron time-of-flight and energy transfer under scattering respectively.
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A sample placed directly in the neutron beam was a thin-wall (0.15 mm) cylindrical
container of stainless steel of 10 cm in diameter and 16 cm in height. It was filled with
pure (99.9%) potassium. The cylinder was rigidly held into aluminum jacket of 12 cm in
diameter and 1 mm in thickness. The jacket performed a strength function. The sample
was a part of potassium loop with a cold trap controlling the concentration of dissolved
oxygen impurity.

3. Results
From the experimental double-differential scattering cross-sections DDSCS (Fig.l),

the liquid potassium DDSCS has been subtracted. The residual is considered as oxygen
contribution which is converted to partial frequency spectrum (FS) of oxygen atomic
vibrations (Fig. 2) using incoherent approximation.
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Fig. 2. The frequency spectrum of the liquid K-0 system. The partial oxygen FS
is shown in inset, being averaged over all three oxygen concentrations.

The partial oxygen FS has a value of average energy and extends to energies higher
than those for potassium. This fact indicates that the oxygen-oxygen interaction is more
strong than the metal-metal one. Such the observation is consistent with known
information on oxygen atomic dynamics in cesium and rubidium [2]. It was shown that
oxygen structure in them is of a cluster character (e.g., CS11O3, Rb9O2). As obtained Raman
spectra [2], there is also specific distinction of low energy metal modes and high energy
oxygen vibrations in K-O system. From the Raman scattering [2], it has been revealed that
vibrational modes of oxygen in CS7O clusters give a wide band in the region of 20-
35 meV. In the case of the K-0 system, the partial oxygen FS is like a single but rather
wide peculiarity with maximum of ha>~ 20 - 25 meV. Based on such the comparison, one
can assume a cluster type formation in the K-0 melt that is in accordance with the
assumption [1].

In estimating the decay time of the velocity autocorrelation function obtained from
the partial FS, we get the value of about 0,2 ps for the life time of oxygen atomic
vibrations, which we prescribe to the oxygen-oxygen interaction by means of metal atoms.
This life time is an order of magnitude less than that for potassium vibrations. It proves the
statement that oxygen clusters exchange quickly metal atoms with the melt.
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Neutron Scattering Study of the Liquid Helium Excitation Spectrum

/. V.Bogoyavlenskii, A. V.Puchkov, A.N.Skomorokhov2

'Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology, Kharkov, Ukraine;
2Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia.

A neutron scattering experiment on the spectrometer DIN-2PI was oriented towards
the study of a phonon-maxon region of the liquid helium excitation spectrum. One of the
aims of the experiment was to verify the existence of a zero-sound mode in the maxon
region. To solve this problem, the measurement was focused on temperatures quite close
to the superfluid transition temperature, as expected by Glyde and Griffin [1,2] and from
experimental results [3,4].

S(Q,co) of liquid 4He was measured at T=1.53; 1.81; 1.96; 2.1; 2.22K covering the
wavevector range from 0.2 to 1.2A"1. To obtain the resolution function, measurements at a
low temperature were also carried out. A low initial neutron energy (2.37meV) and
reduced angular uncertainties provide an instrumental resolution between 0.105 and
0.07meV (FWHM) as a function of the scattering angle.
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Fig.] Temperature dependence of S(Q,co) at Q=0.31 and 1.15 A'1.

It is found that the temperature dependence of S(Q,a>) depends notably on Q. At
g<0.5A~', the phonon broadens as the temperature increases though retains a well-defined
excitation above T\. The peak position varies slightly with temperature. In the maxon
region (Q about l.OA"1) the temperature dependence is quite different. Maxon change
abruptly at T\, leaving no sharp peak at temperature above. In the Q region from 0.5 to
0.8A"1, S{Q,a>) exhibits additional intensities at oo>o)o, that increase with temperature.
This peculiarity can be explained as the temperature dependence of the interference terms
of S{Q,<£>) or the remnant zero sound mode.
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Hydrogen Vibrations in Austenitic Stainless Steels

S.Danilkin, D.Delafosse', H.Fuess2, V.Gavriljuk3, A.Ivanov4, T.Magnin 3, H. Wipf4
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The aim of this INS experiment is in clarification of the hydrogen state and
hydrogen effect on the interatomic bonding in FCC iron-based disordered solid solutions
with and without H. The chosen alloys - Fel8Crl6NilOMn and Fe25Cr20Ni belong to the
corrosion resistant engineering materials (stainless steel) which have to be resistant under
hydrogen attack. The Fel8Crl6NilOMn steel does not transforms into e-phase at any cold
work and cooling down to 4K, and only H load induces the s-phase. The Fe25Cr20Ni steel
is less stable. The studied steels were melted in the induction furnace under argon
atmosphere. After annealing in vacuum, samples were doped with hydrogen in the furnace
with H pressure p=170-^190 bar at temperature of t=500°C. Thereupon for a time 2O-K3O
minutes the samples were cooled down to the room temperature in furnace and placed in
liquid nitrogen where they were stored up to the neutron scattering experiment. Hydrogen
content in steels was equal to 0.373 at. % in Fel8Crl6Nil0Mn and 0.326 at. % in
Fe25Cr20Ni alloy. During the measurements the sample was mounted in an aluminium
frame in an ILL cryofour. Vibrational spectra were measured in energy range from 15 to
380 meV at 77K (2K) at a constant scattering angle of 90° and reflection scattering
geometry from the flat sample. The measured spectra were corrected for a background and
normalised by the incoming neutron flux. The generalised vibrational density of states
(GVDS) 0(s) was obtained from the measured spectra in frames of one-phonon incoherent
scattering approximation.

Fig. 1 shows the low-frequency part of GVDS in Fel8Crl6Nil0Mn, which
corresponds to the metal atom vibrations. Hydrogen modifies GVDS only slightly,
changing the form of the transversal band in GVDS. However the second moment of
GVDS, which is proportional to the mean interatomic force in crystal, increases in the
both steels.

Fig. 2 shows hydrogen vibrations in Fe25Cr20Ni alloy with H at 77K and 2K. The
spectrum of the H-free alloy was used as background. In Fig. 2 we observe peaks at
e«130 meV and «260 meV. High frequency peak is the second harmonics. Despite of
cubic symmetry of the octahedral position in the FCC structure both peaks have shoulders
at the side of the higher energies. The least-square analysis shows that each peak may
consist of two with the energies: 8(1)i=128 meV ,s(2\=147 meV and e(1)2=256 meV,
£(2)

2=285 meV at 77K. Ratio e(l)2/s(1)i equals 2 with an accuracy of 1% in all measured
spectra. For second peak, the ratio s(2Vs(2)i equals 2 within experimental error. At 2K
two-peak structure became more pronounced (Fig. 2), however room temperature data,
obtained for Fel8Crl6NilOMn show only two broad peaks. The similar shoulders
observed in FeH, MnHo.86 and NiH hydrides were connected with dispersion of the optical
modes. However, in studied solid solutions with low H content the observed peaks should
correspond to the dispersionless localised vibrations. According to the X-ray data
precipitation of hydrides and formation of y*-phase is not observed in these steels. [1].
The possible reason for the two-component structure of the H peaks could be short
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ordering of the metal atoms, taking into account that H vibrational frequency in CrH
(s=121 meV) is rather close to e(1)i in studied steels.

The performed measurements provide information about hydrogen effect on the
interatomic bonding and hydrogen vibrational bands at very low H contents when
diffraction study fails to observe structure changes. This shows that inelastic neutron
scattering data on hydrogen state in steels are quite important for the understanding of first
stages of the embrittlement process - short ordering and decomposition of the solid
solution.
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Mn Effect on the Crystal Structure and Lattice Dynamics of
Fe-Cr-Mn-N Austenitic Alloys

A.Beskrovni1, S.Danilkin, E.Jadrowski1, M.Neova-Baeva2

1 Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia
Institute of Solid State Physics, Sofia, Bulgaria

High nitrogen austenitic steels are of high strength and corrosion resistance and offer
the structure stability at low temperature and during cold working. The steel properties
depend on the interstitial (N) and metal (Cr, Ni, Mn) atom content.

Present report concerns to the effect of Mn on the crystal structure and lattice
dynamics of nitrogen austenitic alloys. Alloys with compositions Fe-19Cr-;cMn-0.5N
(x=9-=-23 wt.%) were studied. To our knowledge the dependence of the lattice parameter
on Mn content in these alloys are not studied yet. As for Mn effect on the interatomic
interactions in steel, elastic constants have been studied by ultrasonic method [1].

The diffraction measurements were carry out with Philips-Micro III X-ray
diffractometer with Fe Ka radiation and Mn filter. Inelastic neutron scattering spectra were
measured with DIN-2PI spectrometer [2] at initial neutron energy EQ = 18.4 meV. Spectra
of scattered neutrons were measured at 10 fixed detectors in the scattering angle range 29
= 71H-134°. The vibration density of states G(s) was calculated from the experimental data
in frame of one-phonon approximation for incoherent scattering.

The measured diffraction patterns of studied alloys correspond to FCC structure.
The linear increase of the lattice parameter with an increase of the Mn content was
observed: a(A) = 3.603 + 0.0013 xMn (wt.%). Vegard's low predicts a value of 100-ka/a0 =
0.032 in comparison with 0.036 calculated from experimental data. The atomic radii used
in these estimations for Mn and Fe are 1.3 A and 1.26 A. This shows that the lattice
expansion produced by Mn atoms could be explained by simple atomic model.

INS measurements show modification of the metal frequency spectrum with
increasing Mn content. The differences of the frequency distributions G(£)(Mn=9%) and
G(s)(Mn-l4, 19 and 23% Mn were calculated (Fig. 1). There are no changes between
frequency distributions in alloys with 9 and 14% of Mn. The effect of Mn is seen in
difference [G(s)(Mn=9%) - G(s)(Mn=\9%)] and in [G(s){Mn=9%) - Gfe)(Mn=23%)].
The positive difference in the energy region between et and sm reflects the shift of the
frequency spectrum boundary in the low-energy direction with increasing Mn content.
Mainly this effect cause the decrease of the second moment of frequency distribution
<t?Me> from 705 meV2 at Mn=9% to 660 meV2 at Mn=23%. The negative difference for
the same alloys at energies less then 20 -r- 25 meV reflects the increase of the density of
states with increasing Mn content. This corresponds to decrease of the sound velocities
and should cause the decrease of Debye temperature. Indeed, Debye temperature 0 D
calculated from the low - energy part of the experimental frequency distributions is
decreased with increasing Mn content from 413K at Mn=9% to 401K at Mn=23%.

The softening of the metal atom frequency distribution agrees with data on elastic
constants [1] and with a decrease of the shear and bulk moduli caused by Mn. The
softening of interatomic bonding is in agreement with predictions of a theoretical model
based on volume changes. These results disclose that Mn produces no significant change
in the character of chemical bonding.
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Neutron Study of Dynamic Atomic Correlations
in Amorphous Isotopic Ni-B Alloys

S.N.Ishmaev*, Y.V.Lisichkin, A.V.Puchkov,
V.A.Semenov, E.Svab**, G.F.Syrykh*

* RRC Kurchatov Institute, 123182 Moscow, Russia
** Research Institute for Solid State Physics, Budapest, Hungary

The dynamics of metallic glasses 'Nies '^s is investigated by the inelastic slow
neutron scattering method on isotopic substituted (i= natural, 60 and <b>=0) samples
using the time-of-flight spectrometer DIN-2PI at the pulsed reactor IBR-2 in Dubna, and
earlier at reactor IR-8 in Moscow [1]. The density of vibration states splits into two
distinct regions: 0-40 and 40-90 meV, corresponding to predominant vibrations of heavy
(Ni) and light (B) atoms (Fig.l). The first results obtained on the spectrometer DIN-2PI on
the ^"dependence of the dynamic structure factor S(Q, s) at fixed energies (Fig.2) show
small deviations from the Q2 behaviour possibly due to short range structure and dynamic
atomic correlations.
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Identification of Biphonons by Peculiarities of Angular and
Energetic Dependences of Inelastic Crossection of Neutrons,

Fissioning Biphonons

O.A. Dubovsky, A. V.Orlov

The spectra of multiphonon vibrations in solid state materials of different type -
hydrieds of transient metals, ionic crystals, semiconductors -are investigated in recent
years by methods of inelastic scattering of neutrons, photons and electrons. New narrow
resonance lines, seen recently in spectra are interpreted as bound (due to anharmonicity of
vibrations) multiphonon vibrations - biphonons and triphonons [1] and was investigated
previously by other authors theoretically [2]. This interpretation is based now only on
energetic balance in series of spectral one-phonon and multiphonon resonances, and this
sircumstances gives foundation for alternate explanation of additional resonances as
connected with possibility of defects, peculiarites of one-phonon density of states, ets.

It was proposed in [3] to use analysis of angular and energetic dependence for cross-
section of inelastic scattering of neutrons, fault of bound energy of biphonon. This
inelastic scattering is going with fission of biphonon on unbound, but interacting due to
anharmonicity one-phonon vibrations. The scheme of uniform surface filled with
noninteracting ID crystals was used for investigation of energy and angular dependence of
neutron crossection. The main difficulty of calculations is necessity of using analytical
form of dispersion dependence and wave functions both for bound states - biphonon and
for unbound state of triphonons still interacting due to anharmonicity. The analytical
presentation of energy and angular dependence for neutron fault crossection is of
following form [3]

a {£,&)= cr0— — , (1)
sin k0 /?„

where % is parameter of spatial damping for biphonon wave function, k is effective wave
vector of two-phonon states, T is amplitude of scattering and a, p, y are functions of s,9
found in [3]. The a"(9) dependence for increasing (1,2,3,4,5) energy fault s is shown on
Fig.l. The breaks of curves in some points are caused by adopted for computation
simplicity condition of normal to surface flight out of neutrons. The peculiarities of energy
and angular dependence of neutron fault cross section, depicted on Fig. 1 and by other
curves in [3], may be used as crucial identificators of inelastic scattering of neutrons
exactly on biphonon bound states. These1 peculiarities include particular shift of bands and
sometimes nonuniform shift of resonance, special dynamics of resonance evolution.
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The Dynamics of Hydrogen in VO0.2H0.05 /?'-phase

S.I. Morozov

The objective of the present work was to trace by the INS method the effect of oxygen
at high concentrations on the dynamics and position of hydrogen localization in the host
lattice. To this end, samples of the alloys VO0.2 and VO0.2H0.05 were prepared and
measurements of the INS spectra were performed on a DIN2-PI spectrometer [1]. The
result is displayed in Fig. 1.

50 100
Vibrational energy e, meV

150

Fig.l Vibrational spectrum of hydrogen atoms in the interstitial p phase of
VO0.2H0.05. The peaks shown by the fine lines were extracted from the
spectrum by fitting Gaussian curves to the experimental data. The thick
solid line shows the total result of the description. The positions of the
features marked by arrows are given in meV. The horizontal bars show
the half-width of the resolution function of the spectrometer.

Since interstitial atoms interact mainly with the nearest-neighbor metal atoms, the
structure of the local vibrations (LVs) should be directly related with the symmetry of the
interstitial position occupied by the interstitial atom. As one can see from Fig.l, the
spectrum consists of a principal feature at £=%& meV and a small feature at £7= 28 meV.
The latter feature is due to the band modes of the hydrogen atoms in the VO0.2 lattice. The
fine lines in Fig.l show the peaks identified in the spectrum by a best fit of Gaussian
curves to the experimental data.

Such a structure is a typical of the vibration spectrum of light interstitial impurities in
the fee or ideal hep lattice of the host atoms, where the T and 0 positions have Tj and Oh,
point symmetry, respectively, while such a low vibrational energy of the H atoms is
usually interpreted as evidence of octahedral coordination of hydrogen [2,3]

The character of the regular displacements of the vanadium atoms in the 16(m)
positions in the 4V16O3 superstructure [4], caused by the ordered arrangement of the
oxygen atoms, is such that octahedral interstices with O/,, symmetry (or weak tetragonal
distortion) which are available to hydrogen do not form in it. At the same time, because
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the vanadium atoms are displaced along the z-axis by S=0.54A some tetrahedral voids in
this lattice, are appreciably larger in size than the TPs in pure vanadium and they possess
the symmetry of an almost ideal tetrahedron. If light interstitial atoms occupy them, the
spectrum of local vibrations should be either degenerate or weakly split. Therefore we
arrive at the conclusion that the character of the local displacements of the vanadium
atoms changes at a transition from the a to the /? phase of V-O. Ordering of oxygen in the
/?'-phase results in regular displacements of a definite fraction of vanadium atoms. In the
process, interstices with Tj local symmetry, which are most favorable for hydrogen atoms,
are formed near the oxygen atoms. This result could also be important for interpreting the
results of investigations of the vibrational spectrum of hydrogen in other ternary systems,
for example, Ta-N-H and V-N-H, where the energy of the triply degenerate localized
vibrations of the hydrogen atoms is s=\ 10 meV [5].

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, Project 95-
02-04675-a, and the Russian State Program "Topical Problems in Condensed Matter
Physics" in the subfield "Neutron Investigations of Matter."
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2.6 M A T E M A T H I C A L M O D E L I N G

Mathematical Modeling and Optimization of the Multi-Component
Viscous Liquids Separation Processes Using Membrane Apparatus

A. Zinin, G. Zinina, M. Sotov

Membrane plasmapheresis is the kind of efferent therapy that is aimed at getting
different pathology products out of the organism. The most efficient efferent therapy
method is the removal of liquid fraction of the blood - the plasma. The creative group of
engineers in the Center for membrane technologies of "Optika" enterprise (Saint
Petersburg, Russia) has developed an original plasma-filter using flat porous track
membranes (also known as "nuclear" membranes). The first Russian membrane plasma-
filter, PFM, was authorized for clinical use in 1992. The core of the apparatus is 10 \im.
thick flat porous membrane with 0.5 \xm diameter pores, which allows liquid fractions of
the blood to pass while arresting formed components.

This work deals with the mathematical modeling of the PFM plasma-filter in order
to optimize geometry and flow-rate parameters. The mathematical model and BLOOD3D
computer program were developed for the non-stationary three-dimensional PFM
hemofilter modeling. The geometry of the filter mathematical model is given on the Fig. 1.

entrance in blood chamber
exit from plasma chamber
impervious boundary
membrane

Fig. 1 The geometry of the plasma-filter mathematical model.

The estimations of the blood chamber permeability were acquired using two
independent techniques, with results being close to each other. This is a considerable
argument in favor of a view that flow macro-parameters in the blood chamber are in
correspondence with the common laws describing liquid flowing through the porous
matter. It is considered as the working hypothesis that the red blood cells transfer in the
PFM filter can be described by the equation of convective-dispersion transfer with
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anisotropic hydro-dispersion tensor. The main equation system for blood chamber flow
includes: the equation of continuity; the Darcey's equation which defines the relation
between filtration speed vector and pressure gradient; the convective-dispersion transfer
equation describing the balance of red blood cells in the blood chamber. The equation
system is accomplished by the equation of dependence of the blood viscosity on
hematocrit. The condition of plasma flow proportionality to membrane pressure drop is
adopted also.

The mathematical model's sensitivity to the variations in different input parameters
was investigated using the BL00D3D program code. It was shown that numeric viscosity
doesn't lead to significant variations in modeling results. The strong non-linear behavior
of the filter's hydrodynamics was demonstrated which is due to the variable liquid
viscosity inside the blood chamber.

The numerical study of the hemofilter's non-stationary working regimes was held.
The results of intercomparison analysis of regimes are given that can be used in optimized
track membrane hemofilters. It was shown that in those cases where it's possible to
neglect the contamination of the membrane's pores, the mean characteristics of periodic
working regimes of a filter are close to stationary regime's ones with mean pressure drop
between the membrane and the blood chamber. The difference in hemofilter's working
regimes can be considerably determined by the differences in the membrane's
contamination dynamics. So the importance of experimental and theoretical studies on
kinetics of the membrane's contamination and clearing processes is implied.

The short guide on using the BL00D3D computer program was developed. This
program was used to conduct all the numerical study for the project.
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Development of Benchmarks for Verification of Computer Programs
Used in Burnup Calculations of VVER Type Reactors

DM. Babanakov, LR. Suslov, O.G. Komlev

The aim of the work carried out was to generate a set of benchmarks for
verification of computer programs used in burnup calculations of VVER type reactors
based on a microscopic model of the isotope kinetics in the core. Four types of reactor
were considered: VVER-440 and VVER-1000 with uranium fuel as well as VVER-640
and WER-1000 with MOX fuel, thus four benchmarks were generated. The input data for
calculations were taken from [1].

The microscopic model includes a system of burnup equations where microscopic
cross-sections and neutron flux are presented. The microscopic constants corresponding to
the reactors considered were calculated on the basis of assembly-averaged macro cross-
sections, nuclear densities, and reaction rates generated by the code WIMS. The
computations were performed for each fuel type with taking into account the real
geometry configuration of VVER assemblies (the cluster option of WIMS). The constants
were generated for cases of both fresh and burned fuel loads.

The spatial distribution of neutron flux entering into the burnup equations was
obtained as the solution of a 2D two-group diffusion equation. To provide reliable data for
the benchmarks, two computer programs based on fundamentally different numerical
methods were used to calculate this solution. The first of them named MAG [2] is based
on the standard mesh center finite-difference scheme. The other program named HEXZ
[3] is based on a nodal method using symmetry of the 3D hexagon with an analytical
representation of neutron flux over the node. The solutions obtained were in good
agreement, and it was concluded that the error resulting from approximation of the leakage
operator in the diffusion equation was small enough to provide the accuracy acceptable for
benchmark level data.

The burnup equations were solved by MAG and HEXZ using a standard Runge-
Kutta scheme for each spatial mesh with the neutron flux recalculated at intervals of five
Full Power Days.

The computation results presented in the benchmarks agree closely with the
experimental data published in [1]. Thus the benchmarks developed seem to be a solid
basis for verification of computer programs specialized in neutronics calculations of
VVER type reactors.
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Spatial and Time-Dependent Calculation of Fast Reactor Transients

A. A. Bezborodov, A. V. Volkov, S. M. Ganina, V. P. Ginkin, I. A. Kuznetsov,
N. M. Troyanova, Yu. E. Shvetsov

The GVA code complex was developed in the State Research Center - Obninsk
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering for the calculation of spatial-dependent
transients in fast reactors. This code complex is based on three independent codes,
namely:
• GRIF-SM code for three-dimensional thermal hydraulics calculation of BN-like

reactors with possibility to take into account two phases of sodium state;
• VOLNA code for three-dimensional Hex-Z calculation of reactor dynamics in

multygroup diffusion quasi-static approximation;
• ARAMACO code for homogenized multygroup cross-sections preparation using

typical fast reactor neutron spectrum.
The joining of these codes in one code complex allows to solve the main task - the

direct numerical simulation of spatial and time-dependent behavior of reactor core
parameters under accidental conditions. As primarily faults can be considered such events
like the main coolant pump stopping and spontaneous movement of control rods.

Now the initial stage of accident can be only calculated by the GVA code complex
when the fuel melting and destroying of reactor core do not occur. However there is no
limitations to expand this approach for next stages of accident when the material
replacement takes place. Moreover we suppose that the quasi-static approximation is the
only acceptable and practicable for detail and complex description of accidents, which
cause fuel melting and fuel assemblies destroying.

The GRIF-SM code solves the transient system of mass, impulse and energy
conservation equations in the frame of porous body and the porosity, penetrability and
other coefficients are the function versus spatial coordinates. Such approach permits to
describe the boiling of sodium and its condensation in the upper part of reactor and to take
into account the hydraulics interference of core channels. The input data of GRIF-SM are
the spatial power distributions at each time moment. The output data are spatial
distributions of pressure, coolant's velocity and density, temperatures of fuel, cladding,
coolant and other materials.

The VOLNA cof4 solves the spatial and time-dependent neutron transport
equation in the diffusion aj Dxiniaiion. The quasi-static approach of solution is applied in
this code when the original equation is identically transformed to the system of two
equations, one for spatial and time-dependent shape function vj/(r,t) and another one for
time-dependent only amplify factor P(t). The equation for P(t) is similar to point kinetics
equation and the P(t) factor can be interpreted as reactor power. The neutron flux is the
production of shape function by amplify factor.

The important feature of quasi-stati. approach is the possibility to use two
different time mesh steps. The shape function • 'i.t) is recalculated with big time step and
the amplify factor P(t) is recalculated with small time step.

The input data for VOLNA code are spatial distributions of cross-sections at each
time moment and the velocities of control rods movement. These velocities are used
indirectly, the code calculates the location of moving control rods ends and finds the
averaged by volumes cross-sections in the cells containing these ends.

The output data of VOLNA code are the spatial power distribution in the reactor
core, the group neutron flux and the group densities of precursors.
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The group cross-sections for VOLNA code are calculated by ARAMACO code.
The input data for ARAMACO are distributions of temperature and density of fuel,
constructional materials and coolant found at each time moment by GRIF-SM code.

The initial state of reactor in GVA code complex is exact critical state. This state
can be changed by change of cross-sections in any reactor cell. That means the
introduction of reactivity due to any physical reason. The reactivity is calculated during
solving of time-dependent diffusion equation as an integral by reactor volume of changes
in cross-sections distribution and shape function and critical reactor fission neutron
importance function are the weight functions.

The results of four different accidents calculations by GVA code complex are
discussed. The considered accidents were as following:
• the stopping of all main coolant pumps (MCP) with simultaneous fault of control rods;
• 6 compensating rods are going up from the reactor core with the velocity 10 cm/s;
• 6 compensating rods are going up from the reactor core with the velocity 0.5 cm/s;
• 6 compensating rods are going up with the velocity 5 cm/s during 2 seconds, then they

are stopped.
Resume:

1. The GVA code complex is developed for the joint solving of spatial and time-
dependent dynamics equation and thermal hydraulics equations in three-dimensional
geometry. The GVA can be used for transient and accidental calculations of fast
reactors.

2. The ULOF and TOP accidents in the BN-800 reactor were calculated by GVA. These
calculations are in good agreement with the results of calculations by the GRIF-SM
code. However the calculations with GVA allow to take into account the shifts of
spatial power distributions caused by the movement of reactor materials during
accident and by movement of control rods (up to 10-15% of initial values).

3. It is desirable to provide detail verification of the GVA code for the applying of it in the
practice of reactor calculations.
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1-st Balakovo NPP Unit In 8-Th Fuel Cycle

Yu.I. Lihachev, V.P.Ginkin and other

Particularity of 8-th fuel loading of 1-st Balakovo NPP unit is a test operation of 54
Zirconium Fuel Assemblies (ZFAs) with different enrichments. Amongst them 24 fresh
ZFAs, 24 one fuel cycle old ZFAs from the 7-th loading of 1-st Balakovo NPP unit and 6
two fuel cycle old ZFAs from 6-th and 7-th loading of 1-st Balakovo NPP unit.

The fresh FAs which used in 8-th fuel loading are as follows:
1 serial FA with enrichment 1.6 %, 12 serial FAs with enrichment 3.3 %,
12 serial FAs with enrichment 4.4%, with Burnable Absorption Rods (BARs) with

g=0.036 g/sm3,
6 serial profiled FAs with average enrichment 4.23 %, with BARs (g=0.065 g/sm3),
6 ZFAs with enrichment 4.0% with zirconium Spacer Grids and Guide Tubes and

diameter of central hole in fuel pellets 1.5 mm, with BARs (g=0.065 g/sm3),
18 ZFAs with enrichment 4.0% with zirconium Spacer Grids and Guide Tubes and

diameter of central hole in fuel pellets 2.4 mm, with BARs (g=0.036 g/sm3).
As for serial FAs and ZFAs used staff profile scheme.
Accommodate scheme of 54-th ZFAs in the core is presented on the figure 1.1.
Calculations of boron fuel cycle are held with the code WIMS-VOLNA [1] for

nominal parameters and 80% positions of Control Rods (CR) working group from the
bottom of the core in four-group diffusion approximation for the sector of symmetry 60
degrees. On the figure 1.2 are presented changing of the Assembly Power Peaking Factor
(Kq) and Volume Power Peaking Factor (Kv) during boron fuel cycle

The required data for thermo-mechanical calculations are:
- distribution of neutron flux with the energy above 0.1 lev on the corners of SFAs;
- distribution of heat generation rate ql per unit of SFA length on the corners of

SFAs;
- distribution of fuel elements shell temperature on the corners of SFAs;
- distribution of Volume Power Peaking Factor in the core;
- distribution of the fuel burnup in the volume of the core.
These data are prepared by means of the code WIMS-VOLNA and will be sent in

coordinated formats for further processing in thermo-mechanical code.
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Fig. 1.1. Accommodate scheme of 54-th ZFAs in 8-th fuel loading 1-st BalakovoNPP unit:
1 - ZFAs with BAR (0.065), 1-st cycle old, 2 - ZFAs, 2-d cycle old, 3 - ZFAs,
3-d cycle old-, 4 - ZFAs with BAR (0.036), 1-st cycle old.
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Fig. 1.2. Changing of factors Kq and Kv during 8-th fuel cycle of 1-st Balakovo NPP unit.
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Modeling of Radioactive Contamination Migration in
Underground Water

E.G.Drozhko1, A.I.Zinin, G.A.Zinina, B.G.Samsonov2, L.M.Samsonova3

PA "Mayak", Ozersk, Russia
Russian Institute of Mineral Resources, Moscow, Russia

3 State Geological Enterprise "Gidrospetsgeologia ", Moscow, Russia

Final disposal of radiochemical production wastes causes hydrodynamic,
hydrochemical, radiation, and thermal impacts on underground waters. Mathematical
modeling of radioactive migration processes is an important tool for substantiating safe
operation of disposal sites. Mathematical models can contribute predictions of process
development, define priorities for underground water monitoring, optimize the measures
for rehabilitation of areas affected. However, creating numerical models involve
considerable scopes of experimental information which is feasible provided that long-term
monitoring is managed.

A large scale monitoring is available for Karachai lake, which is a major source of
underground water contamination at PA "Mayak" site. The contamination spread has been
undM systematic observation since 1964. The monitoring data have been used as a basis
for the development of three-dimensional model of non-stationary filtration and migration
of radioactive contaminations from Karachai lake. Principle factors for the substance
migration are convective transfer, dispersion, radioactive decay, and sorption. Vertical
differentiation of solutions in the aquifer is determined by a high density of the
technological solution. The mathematical model developed ensures prompt solutions for a
wide scope of prediction problems.
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Implicit Numerical Method for Solving of Fluid Mechanics,
Heat and Mass Transfer Equations

V.K Artemyev

(Report for 1 lth International Heat Transfer Conference, august 23-28,1998, Kyondju, Korea)

Introduction
Present paper concerns major aspects of a numerical technique for solving fluid

mechanics, heat and mass equations (Artemyev, [1-2]). A discretization of governing
equations is carried out on the base of monotonous balance neutral (MBN) difference
schemes, which allow keep some important integral properties of differential operators. A
difference equation for pressure is derived from difference continuity and momentum
equations. The discrete equations obtained are nonlinear so linearizing is introduced and
implicit iterative procedure is developed for yielding converged solution. Explicit
incomplete factorization method is employed for solving linearized momentum, heat and
mass transfer difference equations and a variant of the method using Tchebyshev
acceleration - for solving pressure equation. Results of numerical studies are presented.

Implicit numerical procedure. Monotonous balance neutral (mbn) discretization
A derivation of monotonous balance neutral (MBN) difference scheme is based

upon joint consideration of transfer equation of a substance cp (cp may be a velocity
component, an enphalpy, a concentration, etc.) and continuity equation in a bounded
domain. The system can be written as follows

f , (1)

0, (2)

—^ rV — ^ • (3)
dxl dxl dxl

A monotonous schemes simulate important property of a fluid flow as a
downstream transfer of some disturbance due to a convection motion. A balance
(conservation) property is a discrete analog of the Ostrogradski-Gauss theorem. Another
important relation can be obtained as the result of multiplication (1) by cp and integration
over domain Q and over the time interval. The terms describing convection transfer are
neutral relatively to the energy dissipation law or have null contribution.

A discretization of governing equations is carried out in a way, which allows keep
above-mentioned important integral properties of differential operators. Obtained
difference scheme is called as monotonous balance neutral (MBN) difference scheme. A
difference equation for pressure is derived from difference continuity and momentum
equations. Equation (2) is not directly included in the implicit iterative procedure but it
becomes the main criterion of convergence.

Pressure, temperature, concentration are computed in the centres of grid cells,
components of velocity vector - in the centres of faces. Both the MBN-scheme and a
displacement of coordinates of grid functions enable to obtain physically realistic fields of
computed values.
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Implicit numerical procedure for prediction pressure and velocity field developed
involves method of stabilization and incomplete factorization method (the subject method
is related to a class of explicit incomplete factorization methods developed by Buleev
(Buleev, [3]). Taking into account self-adjoint property of pressure equation it is suggested
to employ incomplete factorization method with Tchebysev acceleration [4].

Results of numerical studies
Practical employment of the developed technique is connected with numerical

study of transient accidental vapour-air flow in a containment, natural turbulent
convection in a volumetrically heated pool, jet flow in a blind alley and others.
Mathematical model may involve transient two—dimensional continuity, momentum, heat
transfer equations, vapour transfer equation, equation of vapour-air mixture state, initial
and boundaries conditions, other relations (full mathematical formulation is given in the
paper (Artemyev, [2]).

Implicit method has been realized for a three-dimensional case and numerical
investigation of natural convection of air in a cubical enclosure has been carried out
(Fig. 1-2). This problem is regarded as a bench mark test for numerical methods (Bessonov
et al., [5]).

Implicit method is able to handle a wide variety of situations including
complicated c-irelations between hydrodynamics and heat, mass transfer.

Fig. 1. Natural convection in the unit cubical
enclosure, flow patterns in the plane z=0.5.

Fig.2. Natural convection in the unit cubical
enclosure, flow patterns in the plane y=0.5.
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Development of the Analytical Closure Relationships Descriptions
for One- and Two-Phase Wall Friction, Heat and Mass Transfer

Coefficients for Subchannel Analysis

Y. Kornienko

The purpose of this paper is to describe the suggested approach of constructing
generalized closure relationships for subchannel wall friction, heat and mass transfer
coefficients, with taking into account not only axial and transversal parameter
distributions, but an azimuthal substance transfer effects as well. These constitutive
relations who are primordial in the description of one- and two-phase one-dimensional
flow models can be derived from the initial 3-D drift flux formulation. The approach
being based on the Reynolds flow, boundary layer and substance transfer generalized
coefficient concepts. The one more aim is to illustrate the validity of the "conformity
principle" for the limiting cases. The method proposed in this paper is founded on the
similarity theory, boundary layer model and a phenomenological description of the
regularity of the substance transfer (momentum, heat, and mass) as well as on an adequate
simulation of the flows structure forms by a generalized approach to build (an integrated
in form and semi-empirical in maintenance structure) analytical relationships for wall
friction, heat and mass transfer coefficients.

A simple and descriptive approach to construct generalized three-dimensional
integral, relationships for the subchannel wall friction, heat and mass transfer coefficients
is suggested in the paper. With help of this approach one can create, integral analytical
forms for the wall friction factor, heat and mass transfer coefficients accounting for the
contribution of the various complementary effects. It is precisely these transversal varied
profiles those are complementary effects for one-dimensional model. There are not only
density (in the mixed convection problem), but also other components at the momentum,
heat and mass transfer processes''as well as their sources and sinks in the channel flow
cross section.

Unlike the well known Kutateladze-Leont'yev (1985) relationships for the limiting
friction, heat and mass transfer laws and also unlike Petukhov-Popov's relationship
(Petukhov, 1987), the integral forms deduced in this paper have more generalities and
they are characterized by an additive form of notation of the effects under consideration.
This is significant for the criteria assessments of the contribution of the effect in question.
Besides, important is not the absolute value of this effect, but the difference between a
weighted value and its mean integral value.

The developed general integral relationships are recommended as a basis for the
development of new phenomenological models of subchannel wall friction factor, heat
and mass transfer coefficients.
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Improvement and Verification of Relap5/Mod3.2 Wall Friction
and Heat Transfer Models for Low Mass Flux Bubble Flow

P. Balakin, Y. Kornienko

The monotone and uniform void fraction profile two-phase flow pressure drop and
heat transfer are predicted available approaches (like Lockhart-Martinelli and others)
rather well. The present improvement of the friction factor and heat transfer concerns only
saddle-shape void fraction effect on these integral flow characteristics. Such two-phase
flows with pronounced and sharp void fraction peak in a wall region are characterized by a
multiple shear stresses increasing (up to 9-10 times) on comparison with single-phase and
homogeneous flows.

In the paper it is introduced the brief analytical derivation of the friction factor for
improvement of the shear stresses and heat transfer with saddle-shape void profile two-
phase flow on the bases of previous ICONE5-2433 two-zone model. This two-zone model
taking into accounts the wall void peaking with assumption of the step-wise uniform void
fraction distribution. The method suggested provide an analytical description of the
abnormal wall friction and heat transfer processes that are most directly involved in effects
of Archimedean forces. The developed empirical correlation for the excess wall above
core average voids uses the file of being available Russian and Japanese and USA
experimental data. The above mentioned improvements were introduced into the
appropriate subroutines of RELAP5/MOD3.2 code.

For RELAP5/MOD3.2 calculation of the abnormal shear stresses the subroutine
fwdrag was modified, and for calculation of the heat transfer coefficients the changes are
implemented into the subroutines dittus and petukv. The two-zone model uses as the
reference friction factor and heat transfer coefficient the Poiseuille-Zigrang-Sylvester and
Petukhov formulas, possessed by RELAP5/MOD3.2 code. In this paper it is shown the
insufficiency pseudo-grid (by bubble with Marie model) turbulization of a flow correction
for the friction factor and heat transfer coefficient for adequate description for small
Reynolds numbers (Re'<2-r-4*103) two-phase flows. The results of RELAP5/MOD3.2
code calculations with our abnormal models for shear stresses and heat transfer
coefficients were compared for available low mass flux Russian experimental data.

These comparisons show that in most cases the original RELAP5/MOD3.2
predictions are well below corresponding experimental data. Whereas the predictions with
RELAP5/MOD3.2 our modified models are more realistic description of the experimental
data at low mass flux two-phase gas-liquid flows with saddle-shape void fraction a profile.
Therewith, the more the excess wall above core average voids is nearer to experimental
one, and the more agreement between two-zone model and the data is better.
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Numerical Simulation of Crystal Growth by Floating Zone Method

V.P. Ginkin, V.K. Artemyev, N. V. Gusev, T.M. Luhanova,
I.L. Ozernyh*, V.P. Shishulin, I.P.Sviridenko

* Scientific Investigating Centre of Cosmic System Technique,
Koroleva 6, Obninsk, Kaluga region, Russia, 249020

Introduction
Extensive series of experiments on crystal growth by the floating zone method

have been conducted aboard the FOTON satellite and aboard the MIR space station. The
ZONE facilities were used for this purpose. As a result, crystals of germanium, indium
antimonide, gallium antimonide 15-20 mm in diameter and 60 mm in length have been
produced. The technological experiment is implemented in the following manner: a bar
15-20 mm in diameter and 110 mm in length is placed into a 30 mm quartz ampoule; the
specimen is held inside the ampoule by means of 60mm long graphite inserts of intricate
shape. The specimen is heated up until a melt-down zone is formed and kept for some
time. After that, the ampoule starts to travel with a certain velocity relative to the heater.

The space conditions substantially extend the capabilities of the floating zone
method, because the surface tension forces allow a melted zone of much larger diameter
than that under terrestrial conditions, e.g. for accelerations equal to 10"4 g crystal diameters
can be increased by a factor of 100. The experiments referred to show, however, that
quality crystals could only be obtained if we develop a system for monitoring, diagnostics
and control of the temperature fields and crystallization front parameters. This is where
numerical simulation comes into play, considering the fact that opportunities to
experiment are not unlimited.

A comprehensive numerical technique [1] for simulating conductive-radiational
heat transfer in arbitrary domains in two-dimentional (r-z)-geometry was used to calculate
melting and crystallization processes by the Bridgeman method [2]. The present paper
employs this approach to calculate melting and crystallization processes in the floating
zone method.

The paper presents a mathematical statement of the 2D nonstationary Stephen
problem to simulate the process of growing crystals by floating zone method. The
discretization method we used and the method for solving the problem considering
conductive and radiational heat exchange are described.

Mathematical Statement of the Problem
The main mechanism that should be considered in modelling the growth process of

the crystal is the heat-mass transfer in all the installation including the conductive and
radiational heat exchange. A 2D- model of the process of crystal growth by the floating
zone method is described in the paper. The calculational domain is a finite aggregate of
physically homogeneous zones that may intersect along their boundaries only. The
boundaries of the zones are cylindrical, conical surfaces; circles and rings perpendicular to
the Z-axis. The domain may have cavities where heat is transferred by radiation. Two
types of boundary problems for the calculational domain zones are distinguished: the heat
conduction problem and the Stephen problem. The heat conduction problem describes
nonstationary heat transfer in one-phase medium. It is a boundary problem for the
quasilinear equation:
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^ (1)

where h stands for enthalpy, p=p(h) is density, T(h) is the temperature, X(h) is the thermal
conductivity coefficient, qv(t) stands for the density of a voluminous heat source. The
functions p(h), ^(h), T(h) in the equation (1) are assumed to be smooth.

The Stephen problem describes nonstationary heat transfer under phase transition
conditions. The statement of the problem includes two nonstationary thermal conductivity
equations for different phases separated by a movable interfacial boundary subject to the
Stephen condition

c(V,"n>) = Q + - Q - , (2)

where c stands for phase transition specific heat, V stands for the velocity of a point on

the interface, Q + is the normal heat flux from the phase with the lower specific enthalpy,

Q ~ is the normal heat flux to the phase with the greater specific enthalpy.
The interface may be multiconnected. In general the type of the boundary problem

for each individual zone is actually dependent on time. The number of connected pieces of
the interface in the Stephen problem may also depend on time. There is a natural relation
of neighbourhood among the zones. Two zones are said to be neighbouring if they share
an interzonal boundary. Transitive closure of the neighbourhood relation is the
equivalence relation, which breaks the set of zones into equivalence classes. Each
equivalence class is a connected piece of calculational domain that can be regarded as a
united region where the equation (1) and the temperature continuity condition hold. Heat
fluxes are continuous except for the interfaces between different phases where we have the
equation (2). The enthalpy also has a discontinuity of the first kind on the interfaces. Heat
exchange between the regions is by radiation.
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Problems of Numerical Simulation of the Single Crystal Growth Process

V.P.Ginkin

There are many papers on the numerical simulation of the SINGLE CRYSTAL
growth process (see, for example, [1] and all the references presented there). At the same
time, there is no established notion to single out the most efficient approach or algorithm
for solving this problem now. An approach developed at the Institute of Physics and
Power Engineering in Obninsk is described in the paper. The approach was originally
proposed within the framework of a 2D conductive-radiative heat transfer problem in [2]
and was further developed in [3]-[5].

The essential features of the process simulated are its nonstationary character and
the presence of phase changes. Therefore, considering the heat transfer problem, one has
to solve the Stefan problem. Different approaches for solving the problem are known
presently [6], each of them having its advantages and disadvantages. We develop the
enthalpy approach under which the nonstationary heat transfer equation is formulated and
solved in variables of enthalpy. This approach provides a stable and efficient numerical
algorithm for solving the Stefan problem.

To describe the radiation heat transfer, the method of angular coefficients is used.
The main difficulties here are caused by calculation of the angular coefficient matrix for
irregular forms of the radiation surfaces including heat shields situated inside of cavities.
However, this problem is purely geometrical one, and we will not touch upon it in the
paper. It should be noted only that the problem is solved by a scanning technique: a ray
scans the visible region, then the generated image is projected on a special plane, and the
projections obtained are integrated numerically.

The convective heat mass transfer is described by the Navier-Stockes equations
under the Boussinesq approximation. Our approach presupposes that the Boussinesq
equations are solved in the natural variables by the control volume method according to
the implicit monotone conservative scheme. The equations are previously transformed to
exclude the convective terms and to bring them into the divergence form by a method
proposed in [7].

The outcomes of calculations of the crystal growth process by the floating zone
method in conditions of a lack of a gravitation are reduced The space distributions of
temperatures and velocities of a Marangony convection in a melt are obtained.
The described technique for calculating heat transfer in growing crystals from the melt has
the following distinctive features:
1) heterogeneity of the domain;
2) the presence of radiation;
3) the presence of convective heat-mass transfer;
4) nonlinearity of properties, i.e. dependence of the thermophysical parameters on

enthalpy;
5) nonstationarity stipulated by the time dependence of the heat generation source and the

domain geometry configuration;
6) taking into account the heat of phase change;
7) validity of the model for 3D calculations;
8) possibility to increase the complexity of the model (e.g. by introduction of control

magnetic field and vibration impact).
The calculational stability of the technique proposed is provided by the use of

enthalpy variables in solving the heat transfer equation, by the use of natural variables and
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the Patankar scheme in calculation of velocities and pressures, by the use of the Newton
iteration process to solve the nonlinear system, and by the use of balanced monotonic
neutral finite-difference schemes to discretize the space variable and the implicit scheme
to discretize the time variable.

A high efficiency of the technique is basically provided through the use of a
special organization of calculations and through performing the inner iterations by the
conjugate direction method with preconditioning of initial operators by the incomplete
factorization method.
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Monte-Carlo Methods for Solving Heat-Mass Transfer Problems
under the Conditions of Non-Homogeneous Geometry

A.I. Kudryavtshev, P.A. Androsenko

1. Introduction
A new Monte Carlo technique is applied to solve mathematics physics boundary-

value problems for equations of elliptic and parabolic kind under the conditions of
complicated non-uniform geometry. Such equations describe wide sphere of physics
problems, such as heat conduction, electrostatics, diffusion of ingredient and some other
tasks. Classical method of walk by spheres is extended to the method of walk by some
non-homogeneous figures, which most efficiently inscribes into limits of specific
geometry.

It is well known that application of deterministic methods are limited by possibilities
to describe the real geometry. It is may be useful to apply Monte Carlo methods, if
employment of deterministic methods is difficulty.

Monte Carlo method based on the organization of walk process by net is universal
ability for solving boundary-value problems with large dimension under conditions of
irregular geometry. But, realized by this method estimate approximates the decision of
difference task, don't original. Moreover, this method strongly yields to the method of
walk by spheres in calculation efficiency.

In its turn, walk by spheres method, permitting successfully solve the tasks of point
estimation of the decision, significantly loses calculation efficiency for the problems under
the conditions of non-homogeneous geometry. It's happened because we are forced design
walk by spheres process at each homogeneous subfield, and consider boundary of division
as passing-repulsing barrier. This reason leads to sharp increase of computing expenditure,
if even insignificant complication of internal structure is doing.

Marked considerations lead to mind about design new Monte Carlo method, that
permitting to solve boundary-value problems under conditions of irregular non-
homogeneous geometry. Algorithm of walk by some non-uniform figures is introduced in
this paper, and walk methods by non-homogeneous spheres and parallelepipeds are
described in detail. The essence of offered method is based on founding of integral
presentation of the decision by Green function for some elementary forms. This technique
may be called as generalizing to the non-homogeneous occasion of process of walk inside
field. Note, this method enables to avoid epsilon - displacing of decision estimates by
means of combining the part of external boundary with part of face of walk figure.

For example, the decision of the task with plane boundary, estimated by method of
walk by parallelepipeds, will be non-displaced.
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Dynamic Structure of Oxygen in Liquid Potassium Studied by MD
Method and Statistical Geometry

/. Yu. Shimkevich, V. V. Kuzin, A.L. Shimkevich

Results of the molecular-dynamics simulation of K-0 system in three-component

approximation: ( 1 - x)K+—K*++x02* where 0.25 < q < 1 are presented. For

calculating the MD model, a charge, q, is chosen equal to 1 on the basis of statement that

dissolved oxygen in potassium melt forms clusters, ( K 2 O ) [1-3]. The MD simulation

was conducted for the temperature of 550K as NVT ensemble of 2000 particles ( N „ =

1490, N K, = 340, N()1. = 170) in a cubic cell with periodic boundary conditions. The cube

edge length, L= 54.004 A, has been selected according to the oxide mass density, ptc2o -
2320 kg-m"3, at the given oxygen atomic concentration of 8.5% for unsaturated solution at
550 K [4] and the mass density of liquid potassium, px — 111 kg-m"3.

Born-Mayer's potential without dispersion terms [5] is used for describing (K+,K+),
(K+,O2"), (O2",O2") and (K,O2') interaction with parameters ZQ1. = - 2 , ZK+ = 1, Pauling's

coefficients: CK+_ = 1.25, Crv,2. = 1.0, and C , , =0.75, the ionic sizes: cr = 1.39A

and a()1. = 1.33A, the repulsive parameter: B - 0.21098 eV, the softness parameter: A =

3.45A"1, and the number of electrons in the outer shell, w , = n 2. = 8 . For (K,O2")

interaction Z^ = 0 and nK = 1.
The potential for describing interaction between the neutral potassium atoms (K,K)

and ions (K,K+) is common for two runs. In the first case, it is Lennard-Jones' (n-m)
potential [6] with parameters: e = 0.0614 eV, n = 6.5, m = 4.5, ro = 4.8359 A. In the
second one, the potential evaluated for treating the electron-ion coupling in the frame of
the pseudo-potential concept (ps) and linear screening theory [7] with k/ = 0.7076A"1, Rc =
1.1854A, and v = 1.8253.

The potassium/oxygen ternary system was simulated in the condition of charge
exchange between each potassium ion and a nearest potassium atom over the 50 time
steps. As realizing the charge exchange, the system relaxed to equilibrium. Then, such
characteristics as the partial radial distribution function, gap (r), structure factor, Sap(k),
velocity auto-correlation function, *Fap(t), frequency spectrum, f^Aa)), and self-diffusion

coefficients, Dap, were calculated in given time moments t < 1.05-10"'°s. An addition
investigation of cluster configurations has been conducted by statistical geometry method
[8].

The influence of both (n-m) and (ps) potentials is small and not change the main

conclusion about the system behaviour. The function, gKK (r), has the same form as,

gKr(r), the function, gKUi-(r), has a weekly oscillating form, and gK+Ql_(r) has a

narrow peak. The function for ions characterised by widened first peak of g^^Ar) and

small splitting the first one for g()1.Ql- (r). The *Pr
rr (t), Yroi- (0 , and Y()1-Oi- (t) are

strong oscillatory. The diffusion coefficients of DKK, DKK., and DK()1. are in the range of

0.8 to 1.2 10"1 [A2/ps], DK.^, DKUil_, Do2.C)2., in the range of 0.3 to 0.05 10"1 [A2/ps]. The

spectra including potassium partial have dominating frequency of atom vibration at e inax
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in the range of 3.5 to 11.0 meV (Fig. la), where s denotes fico. Otherwise the oxygen

spectrum, f("i-oi- (s), has the main peak of s inax « 50 meV (see Fig. lb).
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Fig. I. The partial frequency spectrum for K+O" (a) and O2"O2" (b) at /=1.05-10"10 s.

The low values of partial diffusion coefficient for ionic pairs, .£>•„+, £ > , , _ , D,^,_,

and strong oscillatory modes of oxygen frequency spectrum reflect the formation of
clusters in the unsaturated solution of oxygen in potassium melt [9]. The dominant values
of high frequencies in oxygen spectrum, f("i-oi-, and the low ones in partial potassium

spectra indicate to oxygen clusterization in potassium melt where such the clusters
exchange lightly potassium ions with the melt. This is consistent with the experimental

data [10] that oxygen forms in liquid potassium microinclusions of (K2O) type which

has the molten cation sublattice. The analysis of atomic configurations in the MD cell by
means of the statistical geometry confirms the formation of such the clusters (see Fig. 2),
in where big circles are oxygen anions and small circles are potassium cations.

So, the proposed simulation model allows the process of impurity behavior to study as
an atomic clusterization in liquid alkaline metals.

a) b)
Fig. 2. The greatest oxygen clusters in the MD run of 1.05-10'10 s for (n-m) potential

(a) and for (ps) potential (b).
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2-nd Kalinin NPP Unit in 10-th Fuel Cycle

Yu.I. Lihachev, V.P.Ginkin and other

Specific feature of 10-th fuel loading of second Kalinin NPP unit is an usage of 42
Serial Fuel Assemblies (SFAs) of different enrichments with modified heads.

The fresh SFAs which used in 10-th fuel loading are as follows:
1 SFA with enrichment 3.0%
36 SFAs with enrichment 4.4%, with Burnable Absorbtion Rods -BARs- (g=0.036

g/sm3),
24 profiled SFAs with average enrichment 4.23%, with BAR (g=0.036 g/sm3).
For SFAs used staff profile scheme.
Accommodate scheme of 42 SFAs with modified heads is presented in the figure 1.1.
Calculations of boron fuel cycle are held with the code WIMS-VOLNA [1] for

nominal parameters and 80% positions of Control Rods (CR) working group from the
bottom of the core in four-group diffusion approximation for the sector of symmetry 60
degrees. On the figure 1.2 are presented changing of the Assembly Power Peaking Factor
(Kq) and Volume Power Peaking Factor (Kv) during boron fuel cycle.

Calculations have shown that during 10-th fuel cycle Kq and Kv are accepted to
design restrictions.

The required data for thermo-mechanical calculations are:
- distribution of neutron flux with the energy above 0.1 lev on the corners of SFAs;
- distribution of heat generation rate ql per unit of SFA length on the corners of SFAs;
- distribution of fuel elements shell temperature on the corners of SFAs;
- distribution of Volume Power Peaking Factor in the core;
- distribution of the fuel burn-up in the volume of the core.
These data are prepared by means of the code WIMS-VOLNA and will be sent in

coordinated formats for further processing in thermo-mechanical code.
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Fig. 1.1. Scheme of accommodation of SFA in the 10-th fuel loading of 2-nd Kalinin
NPP unit ( 1 - SFA with modified heads ).
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Fig. 1.2. Changing of factors Kq and Kv during 10-th fuel cycle of 2-nd Kalinin NPP unit.
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1. FIpOBefleHHe HeHTpOHHO-(})H3HMeCKHX paCMeTOB peaJlbHblX COCTOflHHH aKTHBHOM 3OHbI

peaKTopa BB3P-1000. OrqeT O3H - 9258, O6HHHCK, 1996 r.
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3-d Zaporogie NPP Unit in 10-th Fuel Cycle

Yu.I. Lihachev, V.P.Ginkin and other.

Particularity of 10-th fuel loading of 3-d Zaporogie NPP unit is the test operation of
12 Zirconium Fuel Assemblies (ZFAs).

Only Serial Fuel Assemblies (SFAs) entered in the 9-th fuel loading of 3-d Zaporogie
NPP unit composition.

The fresh SFAs which used in 10-th fuel loading are as follows:
24 profiled SFAs with average enrichment 4,23 %,
12 SFAs with enrichment 4,4% ,
12 ZFAs with average enrichment 3,92%, with zirconium Spacer Grids and Guide

Tubes and diameter of central hole in fuel pellet 1.5 mm. Guide Tubes and Central Tube
have an external diameter 13 mm, internal - 11 mm and made from the alloy Y635.

For SFAs and ZFAs used staff profile scheme.
The Burnable Absorption Rods (BARs) with the natural boron concentration g=0.036

g/sm3set in the fresh SFAs, and BARs with g=0.065 g/sm3 set in ZFAs.
Accommodate scheme of 12-th ZFAs is presented on the figure 1.1.
Calculations of boron fuel cycle are held with the code WIMS-VOLNA [1] for

nominal parameters and 80% positions of Control Rods (CR) working group from the
bottom of the core in four-group diffusion approximation for the sector of symmetry 60
degrees. On the figure 1.2 are presented changing of the Assembly Power Peaking Factor
(Kq) and Volume Power Peaking Factor (Kv) during boron fuel cycle.

Calculations have shown that during 10-th fuel cycle Kq and Kv are satisfied to
design restrictions.

The required data for thermo-mechanical calculations are:
- distribution of neutron flux with the energy above 0.1 lev on the corners of SFAs;
- distribution of heat generation rate ql per unit of SFA length on the corners of SFAs;
- distribution of fuel elements shell temperature on the corners of SFAs;
- distribution of Volume Power Peaking Factor in the core;
- distribution of the fuel burnup in the volume of the core.
These data are prepared by means of the code WIMS-VOLNA and will be sent in

coordinated fonnats for further processing in thermo-mechanical code.
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2.7 A P P L I E D R E S E A R C H

New Construction of Plasmafilter with Track Membranes

B.I. Fursov, M.I. Sotov, V.P. Timokchovitch

The original design and technology for membranes plasmafilters (MPF) production
have been developed recently at JSC "Optica" (St-Petersburg). The MPF are used in
procedure of plasmapheresis - the process of plasma separation from human blood. The
thin lavsane film (lOfjm) used for the MPF production provides some advantages in
compare with another filters: a correct cylinder shape with diameter ~0.5|am, smooth
surface, small thickness, low absorption and others. This allow us to increase
transmembrane pressure (up to 250 Hg mm) and reduce of the erythrocites trauma. In an
addition, in the MPF blood moves as a flat flux that provide optimal hydrodynamic.

However, developed device has a disadvantage which limited their application. It is
low strength of junction of track membranes (TM) with hermetization materials, that
connected with production technology (block production) and peculiarity of the
construction (the junction of TM with hard cassette used for fixation).

We developed new construction (patent application "Plasmapherisator PMP-IPPE",
output number 98115103 from 04.08.1998) that overcome this problem.

The test experiment with water allow us to conclude that this construction provide
hermitezation of the junction with pressure 0.2MPa between blood and plasma chambers.
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New Method of Water Purification with Track Membranes Filters

Ml. Sotov, G.S. Zhdanov, V.P.Timokchovitch

For the first time the track membrane (TM) have been applied for water
purification in the device named as "Kriskaia rosinka", which is known now as "NEROX"
filter. The diffusion of water due to capillary effect without an additional pressure
provides the filtration process in this device. The yield of pure water is (1.5-2.3)10° 1/h
from square centimeter of the TM.

Our recent investigation demonstrated that it is possible use the TM in pressure
filters applied for water purification. The TM with pore diameter 0.4(j.m may provide:
• water yield 0.1 1/h/cm2 for pressure 0.2MPa;
• operation resource of TM is 70 I/cm2 with the regeneration after each 0.5 I/cm2.
The operation resource depends on the method and regeneration interval of its surface.
The tangent cleaning of the surface is more effective process that should be repeated after
50% reduction of the water yield.

The beginning yield is rather high. For example, for the TM with pore diameter
lf.im it is ~60m3/h/m2/ata. However, the yield reduces very much to the quasistationary
level ~5m3/h/m2/ata which is the same for pore diameter ljam and 2pm.

The effectiveness of the TM for pressure filtration is demonstrated for "NEROX"
filter element (FE). The standard "NEROX" FE may produce -15 I/day of pure water. The
same FE with pressure filtration with proper regeneration gives ~551/h.

The several pilot samples for wide application have been developed. They may
provide low water yield (0.01-0.1) m3/h, middle water yield (0.1-1) m3/h and high yield
(1-10) m3/h.

The component price for low yield FE are:
• vessel-4 USD (100 units);
• TM - 30 USD/m2 (~11 USD per FE, Dubna production);
• production (handle operation of FE) - 3 USD.
The total cost-18 USD.

However, it is possible to reduce the cost.
• vessel -2 USD (>1000 units);
• TM - 8 USD/m2 (-2.5 USD per FE, IPPE production);
• production -1 USD (less of handle operation).
The total cost-5.5 USD.
The cost of another FE types may be estimated in the same way.
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Structural and Selective Properties of Track Membranes
"REATRECK-IPPE"

B.I.Fursov, G.V.Anikin, V.I.Bolshov, G.S.Zdanov, T.A.Krasavina, V.G.Nesterov,
A.A.Tumanov, P.A.Abramov1'\ D.LZagorski0, A.N.Netchaev1*, B.V.Mchedlishvili0,

A. V.Sergeev0

'* - Institute of Crystallography RAS

Structural and selective properties of the nuclear track membranes mainly depend
on the following characteristics:

angular pore distribution in the bulk of a polymeric matrix;
calibration of the pore shape and size;
homogeneous distribution of the pores on the surface of a track membrane.
These essential characteristics make the nuclear track membranes superior to

conventional items with the tracks produced by accelerated ions.
Geometry of the pore distribution is determined by absolutely isotropic space

distribution of the fission fragments emitted from uranium targets. All heavy ions, when
accelerated, have parallel trajectories. To achieve angular distribution of the tracks in a
single plane, the film is irradiated using "on-the-drum" effect. All attempts to achieve
simultaneous angular distribution in another plane, i.e., in the polymer bulk, have been
hardly possible so far because of insoluble technical problems.

It is well known that fission fragments greatly vary in mass, charge and kinetic
energy. It is significant for production procedure, that almost all fragments are composed
of the elements with a high effective charge and an average mass from krypton to xenon.
Therefore, a destructive effect of these elements is the highest in the whole range of heavy
accelerated ions used for production of the track membranes. The rate of the core track
etching of any fragment in polyethylene terephthalate is (1-3)104 times higher that of
undamaged polymer. That is why all pores of the nuclear track membrane have a
cylindrical shape and calibrated size.

Homogeneous distribution of the pores on the surface of a nuclear track membrane
is (3-5)%, which is due to uniform target thickness, stable speed of film irradiation inside
the facility and control of the reactor power.

At high pore density imposition of the tracks on the membrane surface will be
similar irrespective of irradiation technique because the number of impositions increases
with increasing pore density. Selective properties of the membranes drastically depend on
whether a pore imposition pattern at a certain section of one surface can be projected on
the reverse side. If pores have parallel trajectories (acceleration method), track imposition
causes the formation of through holes with uncontrollably large diameter, and thus
significantly decreases selectivity of the membranes. In nuclear membranes angular
distribution of the tracks in the polymer bulk is perfectly isotropic. In this case pores
intersect membranes at random angles and have a statistically homogeneous distribution in
any plane and direction. As a result, each pore contained in any association imposed on
the membrane surface has an exit to a different pore association on the reverse side. This
microstructure of the nuclear track membranes decreases the probability of forming the
pores of uncontrollably large size by several orders of magnitude.

Thus, the attractive features successfully combined by the method of reactor
irradiation give rise to a new perfect quality structure of the track membranes, i.e.,
isotropic angular distribution of the tracks in space, equal diameters of the cylindrical
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pores and uniform density of the pores on the membrane surface. It is a perfect structure
that ensures a reliable sterilizing effect for nuclear track membranes, and thus, makes them
promising for such application as liquid and gas filtration.

The Table gives a list of performance characteristics for tested micro filtration track
membranes "REATRACK-IPPE". Selectivity was determined on the rigid and calibrated
ball-shaped particles of 0.3 (m in diameter, which are close in size to bacterium
Pseudomonus diminuta. The calculations were made by equation (p+(l-Cf/Co)lOO%, where
Co is the initial concentration of latex, is Cf the concentration of latex in a filtrate, <p is the
selectivity.

Sample
number

1
2
3
4
5

Porous
diameter, jam

0,16
0,18
0,21
0,23
0,26

Gsp,
m3/m2-h-Atm

2,7 ± 0,2
5,6 ±0,5
8,4 ±0,7
10,5 ±0,8
13,8 ±0,9

Co,
particles/ml

2-108

2-108

2-108

2-108

2-108

Cf,
particles/ml

0
0

l,3-106±5%
2,7-107±5%
5,2-107± 5%

%
100
100
99,4
86,5
74,0
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Reactors Track Membanes "REATRECK-IPPE":
Technology, Characteristics, Properties

B.I.Fursov, G.V.Anikin, V.I.Bolshov, G.S.Zdanov, T.A.Krasavina,
V. G.Nesterov, A.A. Tumanov

The industrial production of polymer track membranes was created in the IPPE.
The technology is based on the irradiation of polymeric films (polyethylene terephtalate)
by fission fragments in nuclear reactor BR-10 and on the advanced methods of physico-
chemical treatments. The manufactured articles represent new generation of track
membranes and these one have more high selectivity, productivity and resort of filtration
process than existing analogs (COSTAR-NUCEPORE, USA). Developed track
membranes can be used in the purification, separation and sterilizing filtration processes
of liquids and gases.

The equipment for irradiation of polymeric films in nuclear reactor includes
stainless steel cylindrical vacuum chamber of 3 m length and 0,5 m in diameter. This
chamber is placed in graphite thermal column of the nuclear reactor. High flux of thermal
neutrons (~1012 cm"2-s"') produce fissions in uranium-235 target, which contain two thin
(0.3 mg/cm2) fissile layers on aluminum backing with linear dimensions 300x500 mm2.
Bombardment of polymer films by fission fragments is produced isotropically into certain
solid angle interval 0 - 35°. Large size of uranium target of regular thickness and constant
speed of film movement provide high (3-5%) homogeneity of pore density.

The statistically distributed pores on the track membrane surface can be partially
overlapped, but nonparallel tracks isotropically distributed in solid angle exclude large
through pores. This principal factor of reactor track membranes provide fine
microstructureis and high selectivity of reactor track membranes.

Main shortcoming of the method based on the bombardment with fission
fragments in nuclear reactor is the fission fragment radioactivity. But conditions of
polymer films irradiation (thin uranium fissile layer, special collimator system) and the
following chemical treatment make the radioactivity of track membranes extremely small.
During pause about two months after irradiation the reactor track membranes with the

it ~) ")

pore density of 10 cm" have specific radioactivity less than 0.01 Bq/cm . Thus reactor
track membranes in accordance with Standard of Radiation Safety (SRS-96) are not
radiation source and can be used without any limitations.

Technological regulations of the reactor track membrane manufacturing provide
six months of storage. It gives supplementary quarantee of lack reactor track membranes
radioactivity. The radiation safety of reactor track membranes was confirmed by results of
examination by independent experts of some specialized organizatoins. Toxicology safety
of track membranes was confirmed by control of organizations of Ministry of Public
Helth.
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In conclusion let us list the basic
properties of reactor track membranes
manufactured in IPPE:

• band width 320 mm, band length up
to 3 000 m;

• film thickness from 8 to 12 |im;

• diameter of cylindrical pores from
0,05 to 5 fim;

• pore size dispersion ~5 %;
• pore density from 105 to 5-109 cm"2;
• pore density uniform ~5 %;
• porosity from 7 to 20 %.
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Low-Activation Materials with Isotopic Tailoring for Future NPPs

G.L. Khorasanov, A.P. Ivanov, A.I. Blokhin,
V.A. Apse+, A.N. Chmelev+, A.A. Glazkov+, A.D. Koljaskin*

+Moscow State Engineering Physics Institute.

Presently, a great attention is devoted to the problem of materials with low level of
induced radioactivity. For fusion devices the possibility of low-activation ferritic and
martensitic, and vanadium steels creation using isotopic tailoring has been considered by
several authors [1,2]. The goal of present paper is to recognize such perspectives for
nuclear power facilities. Challenges of construction of two type low-activation materials
for NPP will be analyzed.

The first considered material to be improved by isotopic tailoring is a zirconium alloy.
It is known that such alloys are widely used in LWR. After decommissioning its mined
geologic disposal is required due to accumulation of long-lived zirconium isotope Zr-93,
which is generated in natural zirconium Zr-nat by Zr-92(n,y)Zr-93 reaction. The
possibility to avoid the Zr-93 accumulation by the enriching of natural zirconium with his
stable isotope Zr-90 is considered.

The following calculations were carried out:
• an estimation of isotopic composition of a product and dump during natural zirconium

enrichment;
• an estimation of Zr-nat and Zr-90 radioactivities induced by irradiation in the VVER-

1000 reactor fission neutron spectrum;
• an estimation of enrichment required for the fast decay of radioactivity;
• an estimation of energy costs to be spent to achieve the required enrichment.

The calculations performed show that Zr-nat enriching by Zr-90 up to 99% of its
composition permits the tailored material to decrease its radioactivity to hands-on level
after 3 years irradiation time and 5 years cooling time.

The another our example of isotopic tailoring usefulness is concerned with a heavy
liquid metal coolant in a fast reactor. Last time, a new safe fast reactor with a lead coolant
was proposed in Russia [3]. Our main concern is with the way for the low induced activity
of this coolant after its irradiation by the fast reactor fission neutron spectrum. It might be
supposed that enriching of natural mixture of lead isotopes Pb-nat by his stable isotope
Pb-208 gives such a possibility. Indeed, reactions of (n,y) and (n,xn) types are of the great
importance for a fast reactor. Thus, if the lead coolant consists of 100% of Pb-208, its
products will be mainly stable isotopes Bi-209, Pb-207 and Pb-206 after irradiation by the
fast neutron spectrum.

Calculations of the transmutation of elements and the induced radioactivity were
performed using the FISPACT-3 inventory code [4], activation cross-section library
FENDL-2/A and decay data library FENDL-2/D [5]. The analysis of time-dependent
radioactivity and contact dose rate after shutdown were carried out under following
conditions:
• the neutron spectrum is taken as for central zone of the BOR-60 fast reactor;
• total flux of fission neutrons is equal 5.0-10+15 n/cm2/s;
• irradiation time is equal 1 year;
• mass of material irradiated is equal 1 kg;
• cooling time after shutdown is equal 10-8 - 10+3 years.
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Some results of induced dose rate and activity at several cooling time up to 1000
years for Pb-nat, Pb-208, Bi-209 and Na-23 are presented. According to these results, it
might be concluded that radiotoxicity of Pb-208 coolant decays essentially faster than one
of Pb-nat or Na-23, that is very important for the problem of reactor decommissioning and
accidents connected with coolant losses.
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Method and Set-Up for Measurements of Trace Level Content of Heavy
Fissionable Elements Based on Delayed Neutron Counting

V.M. Piksaikin, A.A. Goverdovski, G.M. Pshakin, S.G. Isaev

Experimental method and set-up for content determination of
fissionable elements in samples

Experimental set-up primarily was designed and successfully used for the
investigations of the delayed neutron yields from neutron induced fission of heavy nuclei
[1]. The set-up was installed at the electrostatic accelerator KG-2.5 and has the following
main parameters: ion (proton and deuteron) current - up to 500 JUA, pneumatic sample
delivery system - 150 ms and 1 s for 'fall down' sample delivery system, high voltage - up
to 2 MV, neutron flux monitor - calibrated fission chamber, neutron detector - 30 boron
counters embedded in the polyethylene moderator. Neutron detector efficiency is 0.084
with very low sensitivity to gamma-ray background of the sample under investigation. The
intensity of the neutron background during delayed neutron counting period is about 0.008
counts/s per 1 JJA of deuteron current in case of the (d,n) neutron production reactions.

The value of parameters of the set-up allow to estimate the (detectable
concentration) detection limit of fissionable elements (as well as minimal detectable
amount) in the samples for the neutron source based on the 9Be(d,n)10B reaction and
deuteron ion current of 500 \xA [2]. It was assumed that for the reliable analysis one needs
to register one hundred delayed neutron counts above the background. The result of the
estimation for thorium, uranium and plutonium elements are presented in the Table 1.

Table 1.
Sensitivity of delayed neutron counting technique in the analysis

of the content of fissionable elements in the samples.

Nuclide

2 -< su
"yPu

Minimal detectable amount*, g
Fast neutron

flux

6.3-10"6

1 -10 5

1-10'5

1.7-10"5

Thermal neutron
flux**

1.5-10"6

2.6-10"6

Detectable concentration*, g/g
Fast neutron

flux

1.3-10"8

2-10"8

1.9-10"8

3.3-10"8

Thermal neutron
flux**

3-10"9

5-10"9

*) amounts which were obtained at the experimental conditions indicated in the text,
**) degradation of the neutron flux in the neutron slowing down process was taken into account.

Ten cycles of irradiation and delayed neutron counting were taken into
consideration. The sample irradiation time was 100 s and the delayed neutron counting
time was 25 s starting at 1 s after the end of irradiation. The total time spent for analysis
was 1260 s. The estimation was made both for the fast neutron flux from the 9Be(d,n) '°B
reaction at 2 MeV deuteron energy and for the thermal neutron flux which can be easily
obtained by slowing down the neutrons from the neutron target. Degradation of the
neutron flux during the neutron slowing down process was accounted for.

The combination of the fast neutron flux and the thermal neutron flux analysis
allows to make the identification of the isotopic content of the sample.
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Method of identification of isotopic content of sample

Until now the identification of isotopic content of the sample in the frame of the
DN counting technique was based on the difference between the values of relative
abundances of the definite DN group for different nuclides [3]. This method requires a
high statistical accuracy of DN decay curve [4] and reliable data base for the DN group
parameters (decay constants and relative abundances). The first condition is difficult to
reach because of small amount of fissionable elements in the sample.

We propose another approach for the identification of isotopic content of sample,
which is based on the new systematic of the delayed neutron parameters [5]. According to
this systematic the average half-life of the delayed neutron precursors for the isotopes of
thorium, uranium, plutonium and americium elements can be presented by the following
expression

(Tl) = au-exp[(a2i(-(Ac-3Z)-Al./Z)], (2)
where index / is related to the certain fissioning systems (thorium, uranium, etc.), Ac and
Z - the mass number and atomic number of the fissioning nuclei respectively. The
experimental data on the average half life parameters were obtained using the formula

where a, and t, are the relative abundance and period of the z-th DN group.
Thus all of the known isotopes can uniquely be identified by only one parameter -

the average half life of the delayed neutron precursors. Therefore for the identification of
the isotopic content of the sample one needs to make measurements and the least squares
analysis of DN decay curve with the purpose to obtain the value of average half life
parameter (for the mixture of nuclides). As compared with the six group parameters
analysis [4] such analysis can be done using decay curves with much less statistical
accuracy. In the case of presence of two nuclides in the sample the obtained value <TIJ>

is connected to unknown value of the fractional amount of the number of atoms of
nuclides 1 and 2 by the following expressions

<T/,2> = (vi oi tpmi <Ti> + V2 02 (pm.2 <T2>)/(v/ 07 (pmi + V2 02 (pn\2),
mj + ni2 =1,

where v/ , VJ - the total delayed neutron yields related to nuclide 1 and 2, 07 , 05 - the
fission cross section of nuclides 1 and 2, <T/> ,<T2> - the average half life of DN
precursors of nuclide 1 and 2, m;, ni2- the fractional amount of the number of atoms of
nuclide 1 and 2 respectively, (p - the neutron flux through the sample.
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Insulating Material Activation in Fusion Reactor Spectrum

G.L.Khorasanov, A.I.Blokhin and M. V.Mikhailyukova

Insulating materials will be required for numerous components of fusion reactor
including RF windows, MI cables and wire insulation. The main candidate material for
these applications is AI2O3, both in the polycrystalline alumina form and as single crystal
sapphire.

It is known that irradiation of natural aluminum, Al-27, with fast neutrons leads to the
formation of its isotope, Al-26, due to the (n,2n) reaction. For 14 MeV neutrons this
reaction cross-section is of 3 orders of magnitude more than that for fission neutrons.
Thus, the activity of Al-26 which is accumulated in irradiated alumina and sapphire can be
high enough, despite the long half-decay time of Al-26, Ti/2=7.16-105 y.

The analysis of induced radioactivity was carried out for 1 kg aluminum, Al-27,
irradiated by the DEMO reactor spectrum with neutron fluence up to MO23 n/cm2 (10 y of
irradiation for neutron flux 3.3-1014 n/cm Is) and decay time up to 103 y. Calculation of
aluminum transmutation and radioactivity induced were performed using FISPACT-3
code, activation cross-section library FENDL-2/A and decay data library FENDL-2/D.

The calculation results give a complete picture about the time dependent values of
induced radioactivity and dose rate. It is shown that total dose rate of 1 kg aluminum after
10 y irradiation in the DEMO spectrum reaches the value of 105 Sv/h. In a month after
shutdown this dose rate decreases to the level of 2.5-10"2 Sv/h which is kept for a long
time, 7.16-105 y. Accordingly, total induced activity of aluminum is equal MO14 Bq/kg
after 10 y irradiation time and the activity of Al-26 is equal 3-107 Bq/kg which is much
higher than the clearance level for Al-26, 1 -104 Bq/kg. This fact has to be taken into
account for using of alumina and sapphire in fusion reactors.
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2.8 H I G H - V O L T A G E A C C E L E R A T O R S

Calculation and Preliminary Analysis of Optical Characteristics
of the Ion Beam Injection System into Accelerating Tube of

Tandem Accelerator

5". V.Bazhal, V.A.Romanov

Efficiency of charge particles transport through the low-energy stage of tandem
accelerator is in many respects defined by the capability of injection system to compensate
the uncontrolled effect of the strong aperture lens formed by an open entrance to the
acceleration tube on ion beam. There are several approaches to the solution of the problem
of strong lens, one of them being discussed in this work (EGP-15 accelerator operated at
IPPE as an example). Considered is the feasibility of using the zoom electrostatic lens in
injection system for beam matching with optical channel of the low-energy acceleration
stage. Based on the numerical solution of Laplace equation, geometry and potentials of
electrodes are defined providing a fixed position of optical image of the entrance
crossover at the terminal stripper. The absolute value of magnification of the optical
system under consideration has been shown to remain close to 1 in the change of terminal
potential from 2.0 to 8.0 MV. Beam envelopes have been calculated for different energy
modes of the accelerator. Efficiency of the injection system proposed is discussed.
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Systematic Error Estimation of an Electric Field Strength for
High-Voltage Devices

K.A.Rezvykh, V.A.Romanov

Abstract
A set of systematic errors of a potential and a normal derivative for finite-difference

method and numerical differentiation is considered. Methods for estimating errors based
on the simulation of real gaps are described. The complete compensation of an error
increases an accuracy and an efficiency of an numerical analysis.

Contents
Introduction

1. Potential error
1.1. Finite-difference method error
1.2. Maximum error of the normalized potential
1.3. Near-boundary potential error at regular nodes
1.4. Near-boundary potential error at irregular nodes
1.5. Iterative process truncation error at regular nodes
1.6. Iterative process truncation error at irregular nodes
1.7. Iterative process truncation error at regular nodes in function of the array pitch

value
1.8. Potential error simulation for practical problems

2. Numerical calculation error for the field intensity
2.1. Calculation formulae for numerical differentiation. The first factor of the error

h/Rav
2.2. The second factor of the error ha/h
2.3. The third factor of the error- approximate values of potential
2.4. The fourth factor L/h
2.5. The fifth factor- absolute value determination
2.6. A priori estimation of the error
2.7. The sixth factor of the error- the discretion of the boundary AX/h
2.8. The weak factors
2.9. Calculation error simulation for the arbitrary weakly nonuniform field
2.10. Exact answer. The example

Conclusion
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Breakdown Voltage Calculation for Gases with Nonuniform
Fields of an Accelerator by Base Method

K.A.Rezvykh, V.A.Romanov

Abstract
The method for calculating the breakdown voltage of gas insulating the gaps in

accelerator has been developed. A new model of insulation system element is proposed
according to the results of tests for the EG-2.5 Van de Graaff accelerator, IPPE (Fig. 1).
Complete enough set of causes (factors) for the gas breakdown has been defined based on
the experimental and calculated study. The calculation method includes the combination
of some analytical equations coupled with the results of a special experiment with
breakdown. A conclusion is made based on the comparison of experimental and calculated
findings for the EG-2.5, MP and FN accelerators and other insulation structures that the
accepted element model and the used dependencies of the breakdown voltage on the main
factors are adequate to the gas discharge nature of different gases. Since the calculation
error is within of the limit for the input data, the method described allows to predict the
breakdown voltage for insulation gaps of accelerator with accuracy of 1 -5%.

The breakdown voltage is calculated accurately enough if the value of the breakdown
gradient is obtained from the procedure described above and relates to the given special
conditions. It can be stated that the element model accepted for the insulation system and
the set of the breakdown factors considered are adequate for the nature of the gas
discharge. The old concept according to which the breakdown gradient can be found from
generalized data obtained by other experiments seems to be not satisfactory, since it
involves different surface conditions and uses an incomplete set of the breakdown
parameters. The method is valid for different gases. As a rule the total error of calculations
does not exceed the error limits of the input data. So the calculation accuracy is achievable
within some per cent for the high-voltage accelerators.
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Fig. 1. The distribution of the potential gradient E (full line) and the mean number N of the
breakdown marks ( D ) along the electrode surfaces for two modifications of the EG-2.5
accelerator [13]. (a) EG-2.5 with hoops of the circular cross section, (b) EG-3 with hoops of the
twice oriented oval cross section. Both insulating systems consist of two elements: the terminal top
( z<-250 mm) and the junction of the terminal and the column (z>l 12 mm). Accelerator
dimensions in mm. The terminal potential (Uca|C) is equal to 2,5 MV at the field calculation.
0 - the potential gradients corresponding to the variation (within ± 3 mm) of the 350 mm external
radius for the first, second, etc. hoops;

- the terminal number of spark marks on the surface districts;
• - the hoop number of spark marks on the surface districts
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Substantiation of Breakdown Voltage Calculation for High-Voltage
Accelerators, Insulated by Binary Mixtures N2 - Co2

K.A.Rezvykh
Abstract

The main grounds of a rather accurate calculation of accelerator gas gaps
breakdown voltage for variable electrode geometry are given. On the 2nd stage of the
calculation technique development a variable composition of binary mixture N2 / CO2 is
considered.

Contents
1. Introduction
2. The insulation system element model
3. The method of the base
4. The breakdown voltage calculation at a variable composition of the electronegative

gas. Nitrogen - normalizing gas
5. Carbon dioxide

Table. The calculation error estimation for the N?/ CO? mixture

Structure of h-v.
accelerators

X ,%•* co '
2

SefT, m

Emax/Ucalcl/m

Rav,'

L,i

( a / U U . , %

TJcalc , M V

51U, %

Terminal
EG-3[3]

20

1.0

4.64

0.35

0.45

2.088

3.9

3.50

-0.3

Column
EG-3 [3]

20

0.08

5.52

0.0476

0.45

2.484

3.9

base

-

Tandem
MP [25]

20

1.42

2.422

0.0373

1.8

3.83

3.9

2.417

-1.7

Tandem
MP [25]

50

1.42

2.385

0.0373

1.8

3.83

3.90

2.393

-10.4

Column
EG-2,5[3]

20

0.16

2.307

0.0251

0.45

2.75

3.9

2.574

-1.6

It can be seen that the error of the method of the base equals 0.3-H.7 % for the
atmospheric air and about 0.3-^1.6% for N2 / CO2 mixtures. The high accuracy of the
method of the base is explained by the fact that conception "inherent electrical strength -
asymptotic breakdown field intensity Easm for the gas-electrodes combination" was taken
as the foundation of the calculation. The element model accepted for the insulation system
is adequate for the nature of the gas discharge.
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The Obninsk EGP-15 Tandem (Status and Development)

V.S.Bashmakov, S.V.Bazhal, A.LGlotov, V.K.Debin, A.S.Feigin,
B. V.Kuprijanov, E.I.Lobanov, A.A.Malygin, V.A.Nikitin,

V.A.Romanov, K.A. Rezvykh, V.I.Spirin, V.I. Volodin

Abstract

The main parameters of EGP-15 tandem are presented and some trends of its future
modernization are discussed.

1. Main characteristics of accelerator

EGP-15 accelerator was designed and constructed by the SSC RF IPPE on the basis of
the well known EGP-10 accelerator design developed at D.V. Efremov Institute of
Electrophysical Facilities [1]. The accelerator is of vertical design. Diameter of the
accelerator column is 1350 mm, its height (including high voltage electrode) being about
l l m . The column consists of six sections, each section 1.6 m long. High voltage terminal
is 1450 mm in diameter and 1100 mm high. Vessel of about 12 m total height consists of 3
sections. The height of the upper and lower sections is respectively 3.5 m and 4.5 m; their
inner diameter being 3 m. Height and inner diameter of the intermediate section are
respectively 4.4 m and 4 m. N2 and CO2 insulation gas mixture is currently used. For the
purpose of mass analysis of accelerated ion beams unilateral 90° analising magnet
(1.5 m radius, peak magnetic intensity 1.5 104 Oersted, ME/Z2 = 200) is installed at the
accelerator outlet. Magnetic analyzer is located on the rotating device, providing 180°
slewing about vertical axis for its connection to three ion channels. During operation
vacuum at
thickness.
vacuum at the exit of the accelerating tube is 5 lO^Pa with optimum stripping target

2. Charging system

Two types of charging systems are possible to use: induction system and transport belt.
Induction system was used to provide short circuit current up to 300 \xh at the chain
velocity of 15 m/s, but now it is out of operation. The charge transport belt was designed
in co-operation with some other Russian institutions on the base of Kapron cloth of 0.2
and 0.5 mm thickness. In the process of the belt development the main attention was paid
to its mechanical and dielectric strength and wear resistance. Raw rubber for the rubber
mixture was chosen from the requirement of its appropriate wear resistance, strength and
elasticity. Chosen materials were used for manufacturing 1.3 mm thick two-layer and 1.6
mm thick four-layer belts. Strength of the interlayer connection in these belts is 3.2-^3.4
kg/cm. Four-layer belt of this type is now used on the accelerator. Lifetime of the belt is
over 8 thousand hours.

On the stage of new charge transport belt installation much attention was paid to the
uniformity of charge distribution over the belt, since this parameter has a strong influence
on the stability of the accelerated beam energy and position.

3. Negative ion injector

Only shortened horizontal section of the injector is currently used [2] with one sputter
negative ion source of MISS 483 type designed by the Rossendorf Center, Germany.

For nuclear physics studies intensive light ion beams were needed. In particular it was
necessary to have continuous and pulsed beams of hydrogen isotopes. Application of the
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sputter source for this purpose becomes inefficient. In this connection it was decided to
make partial modification of the injector, i.e. to install beam buncher and hydrogen
negative ion source of duoplasmatron type in vertical injection line.

The next stage of the injector modification will be the installation of several ion sources
with the switching magnet.

4. Optimization of high voltage structure of accelerator

In order to increase operating voltage and improve the accelerator reliability it is
suggested to replace round equipotential rings of 30 mm diameter on two column sections
by the elliptical equipotential rings. The shape and dimensions of equipotential rings were
determined using computer code for calculation of electrostatic field characteristics [3].
Shielding electrode, which is common for three column sections, provides high electric
strength of the column in both lateral and axial directions and increased operating
reliability of the accelerator. Figs. 1 and 2 show respectively field pattern for the initial
structure of EGP-15 accelerator and the new field pattern with changed equipotential
rings. As a result of new design the column gradient decreased from 19 to 14.8 MV/m. In
this case high-voltage terminal becomes a vulnerable element, and the energy dissipated
over one insulation section Wdsp decreases by two times after the break-down to the vessel
occurs. This leads to the increase of the operating reliability of the internal structure of the
column and accelerating tube.
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5. Accelerating tubes

The EGP-15 accelerator was designed for acceleration of wide range of ions. There are
some features concerning multiple charged ion beam transport through high-energy
accelerating tube. Ion charge variation occurring in the terminal results in dependence of
the ion tracks in the stationary electric field on the charge state [4]. In order to increase
electric strength of the tube it is equipped with the electrodes having lateral components of
accelerating field (i.e. inclined fields are applied). However, it is well known that the ion
tracks dependence on the charge state proves to be most strong just in such accelerating
structures [3], resulting under some conditions in the total loss of the beam [5].

Evaluation of the effect of dissipation processes in the stripper on the beam transport,
previously made for the EGP-15 tandem accelerator, has shown, that even if additional
optical elements are installed in the terminal the increase of Br+9 ion beam cross section
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with the energy of 75 MeV at the exit of
the accelerating tube, may reach 10 mm
and more [6].

Therefore it was important to choose
such inclined electrode structure, which
should not impact multiple charged
beam, the electric strength of the tube
being kept. Fig. 3 presents particles
trajectories for different charge states in
the EGP-15 accelerating tube adjusted
for the single charged ions (3 a) and
multiple charged ions (3b). As it can be
seen from the Fig. 3b, the displacement
of multiple charged ions is about 2 mm,
this value being quite acceptable.

The tube electrodes were made of
stainless steel and the insulating rings
were made of glass and porcelain. The
tube was cemented using PVA adhesive.

6. Ion-optical system for beam matching

Unrestricted impact on the beam caused by the strong aperture lens, formed by the
equipotential surfaces of the electric field at the entrance of low-energy section of the
accelerating tube, is a serious problem concerning tandem ion optics [7]. In order to solve
this problem there are widely used injection systems, in which metallic grid is provided in
the plane of the tube entrance electrode [8]. It is to be admitted that undoubtedly
improving ion-optical characteristics of the low-energy accelerator section, the grided
accelerating tube injection has some significant drawbacks.

Therefore, within the framework of activities aimed at the increase of maximum
voltage of the EGP-15 tandem accelerator studies were made on the possibility of
application in the existing low-voltage injector of an optical system having open tube
entrance. It is free from the above mentioned drawbacks and provides reliable matching of
the beam characteristics with the accelerator channel. In order to eliminate the dependence
of the open tube entrance first order optical properties from the accelerating voltage, at
least the proportionality of the
accelerating tube entrance/exit particles
energies should be maintained for the
fixed position of the aperture lens
object plane. These conditions can be
met using three-electrode zoom lens.
We have proposed and calculated the
optical system for the beam matching
on the basis of this lens [9]. It was
demonstrated that optical magnification
module of the proposed device is close
to one, while the matching voltage
changes almost linearly with particles
energy under the terminal. Fig.4 shows Pig 4

Wk=8.0 MeV

20

Wk=2.0 MeV

0.00 1.34 2.68 4.02 5.36 6.70

Z, m
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the beam envelope in the optical channel of low-energy stage of the EGP-15 tandem,
obtained for two energy modes, corresponding to 8.0 and 2.0 MeV particles energies in
the terminal. The evaluation was made in the assumption that the beam was transformed in
the object diaphragm plane into a crossover with r0 = 1.5 10~3 m, its normalized emittance
was 3 n mm mrad (MeV) °5, and the particles energy at the entrance of the zoom lens is 30
keV. As it can be seen from the Figure, the shape of the beam is slightly influenced by the
terminal voltage, and its cross section dimensions at the tube entrance are sufficient for
passing the stripping target channel (6 mm in diameter).

7. Irradiation of film materials on the EGP-15

Considerable attention was paid to
design, manufacture and adjustment of
technological film materials irradiation
system for track membranes
production. By now the works are
completed. Test Irradiation of 10, 20
and 30 \xm thick Lavsan films were
carried out. They were irradiated by
oxygen and silicon ions. In the nearest
future 10 jam Lavsan film will probably
be irradiated for the purpose of the
track membranes commercial
production.

Fig. 5
In order to assure high quality of the track membranes, the following modifications were
made:
a ion beam stabilization at the inlet of irradiation chamber;
Q ion beam monitoring in the process of adjustment works;
a improvement of vacuum in the irradiation chamber;
a monitoring and stabilization of the film movement speed;
a system for ion beam distribution monitoring in the process of irradiation, etc.
Fig. 5 shows the system for irradiation of film materials.
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High-Voltage Structure Development for The EGP-15 Tandem (Project)

K.A.Rezvykh, V.A.Romanov

Abstract
A comparatively accurate method for breakdown voltage calculation allows to optimize

the accelerator geometry for obtaining maximum operating voltage. Due to complex
approach, the breakdown voltage can be increased up to 1.5 times or more relative to usual
structure. In addition to the EGP-15 project the paper studies how much variation of forms
and dimensions of accelerator electrodes is powerful as to the increasing of an insulation
gap breakdown voltage.

1. Methods

For simplicity one can consider an insulation structure breakdown voltage as the main
function and search its maximum. In IPPE there was developed a procedure of breakdown
voltage calculation based on the analysis the insulation system (similar to a high-voltage
accelerator) into separate elements and considering all principle breakdown parameters [1-
3]. It has made available to compare some accelerators of the same 6-9 MV class.

This algorithm is called the "base" technique, as it supposes performing an experiment
at the standard base gap. If the input information of the base breakdown voltage and
electrostatic field strength is accurate within 1-2%, then our approach allows to compare
different high-voltage structures with the same accuracy.

Electrostatic field is calculated by a special code REP, used the method of finite-
differences, the axial symmetry and an accurate description of curvilinear boundaries by
Shortley-Weller method. Besides, a special estimation procedure was developed for the
systematic error caused by numerical calculation of accelerator weakly nonuniform fields
[4,5]. Six factors of net nodes potential errors are considered. Then another six factors
inducing error of calculation of electrostatic field strengths are considered. The main
factors are the distance between the net nodes and the curvature of field boundaries. The
compensation of the 100% of systematic error increases precision and efficiency of
numerical calculation.

2. The EGP-15 project

The EGP-15 tandem has the same internal structure as the EGP-10-1 tandem except
the tube length (4.8 m counter 4.2 m). The equipotential rings have circular profile with
diameter of 30 mm. The EGP-15 tank has a 4 m ID middle part. Diameter of the tank at
one-third of the column from the terminal decreases to 3 m (Fig. 1,2).

The calculated breakdown voltage of this structure is equal to 7 MV at 1.1 MPa of gas
mixture N2-CO2 pressure, CO2 volume concentration of 20%, humidity of 50 ppm. A
conditioning degree kcMn is proposed to equal

kcntn ~ U unstbl/Ustbl = 0.85,

as a complete conditioning is difficult to reach and is dangerous for solid insulation.
(Here Ustbi denotes a mean breakdown voltage which doesn't depend on a breakdown
number, Uunstbi is a low unstable breakdown voltage).

On the first stage of modernization a common equipotential ring of the OGK-type (Fig.
3) shields three elements of support column. The common ring profile is conjugation of
two half-ellipses. The profile inclines to the accelerator axis at an angle of 15°.
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As a result the column field strength decreases from 19.0 MV/m to 14.8 MV/m [7,
Fig.3,4]. However, a breakdown voltage of this insulation system even decreases because
the terminal has lower breakdown strength, than a 30 mm OD equipotential ring profile. A
notable increasing of a breakdown voltage was obtained only after the terminal profile
variation (structure EGP-15CT).

Common equipotential ring forms four insulation gaps: one is outer and three are inner.
When the inner insulation is stronger, then

Usyst Ubr. term *̂  Ubr. inn * l^ser •
Relative electrical strength kstrnAnn

Ubr.inn''ser
T-strn. inn

usyst

for the EGP-15CT structure is for instance equals 2.1. Here UsySt denotes minimum
breakdown voltage to tank, Ut,r.inn is that between neighboring rings, nser denoted a
quantity of gaps connected seriesly along the column.

The additional increase of radial breakdown voltage due to common ring inclined oval
profile causes decrease of axial one, giving rise to form spark gaps between the
equipotential rings. That is why the EGP-15CT column can be made stronger than
terminal in the case that kstrn.inn^1 • As it was pointed in Ref. [6], the small probability of
the "column-tank" breakdown means lowering of overvoltages and lower energy
dissipated on the solid insulators of the column and the tube after the tank breakdown
occurs. The operation reliability rises.

Table 1: Efficiency of electrode geometry variation for the purpose of increase
the insulation gap breakdown voltage

Structure
EN[81
EGP-I0-l[9]
FN[81
EGP-15
EGP-15C
EGP-15CT
Sh6[I0]

Rank (m)
1.2
1.5
1.83
2/1.5
2/1.5
2/1.5
1.8

L(m)
0.7
0.775
1.33
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.193

Emax/U(l/m)
3.4
2.75
2.556
2.19
2.04
1.75
1.78

L/LEN

1.0
1.1
1.9
1.93
1.93
1.93
1.70

EENl/Emax

1.0
1.24
1.33
1.55
1.67
1.94
1.91

Uh/UEN

1.0
0.99
1.31
1.39
1.35
1.53
1.45

U,,r(MV)
5.03
5.00
6.61
7.00
6.8
7.71
7.29

The manufacture technology of the OGK-type common rings and the KRF-type
terminal profile was developed at IPPE. Similar terminal is prepared for the EGP-8
tandem.

3. Breakdown voltage of some accelerators without tubes

Breakdown voltages have been calculated at mentioned above in section 2 conditions.
In Table 1 EGP-15C (EGP-15-1) has the modernized column, EGP-15CT has both the
column and the terminal modernized. Rtank denotes a tank radius, L is a terminal-tank
distance, Emax/U denotes a field strength and an applied potential difference ratio at the
field calculation.

It is seen that the geometry optimization increases the breakdown voltage up to 1.5
times. The gap increase not always gives a positive effect (EGP-10-1), as well as
decrease Emax/U (for example EGP-15C). The EGP-15CT structure has some reserve of
electrical strength and reliability.
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Conclusion
1. An electrode geometry optimization must be complex.
2. A geometry optimization of a column and of a terminal is competitive with using SF6
gas and, maybe, is the cheapest way for increasing operation voltage.
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2.9 INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS

Fission Rate Determination in Delayed Neutron Emission
Measurements with T(p,n) and D(d,n) Neutrons

V.M. Piksaikin, V.S. Shorin, G. Ya. Tertychny

The purpose of the present work is to create a method of determination of fission
event rate in a sample irradiated with quasimonoenergetic neutrons from the T(p,n)3He
and D(d,n)3He reactions. The consideration is given for the case of the measurements of
DN yields from neutron induced fission of 237Np.

Fission rate in samples

In general the calculation of fission rate in the sample is a quite complicated
problem [6] connected with solving the neutron transport kinetic equation taking into
account neutron multiple scattering in a sample and construction materials of the
experimental setup. It is necessary to account for a composite nonmonoenergetic spectrum
of accelerator-based neutron source as well. In the general form the value of R(EJ can be
presented as the functional of the following type:

= <Z(E)A(r)- <p(E,En,r)>E.r (1)

where Z(E) is the effective macroscopic fission cross-section for neutrons with energy E,
A(r) is the neutron path length in the sample in the direction of radius-vector r of the
interaction point, (p(E,En,r) is the neutron flux on the sample with average neutron energy
En , the sign <>E,T denotes the averaging over all coordinates r and neutron energies E.
The value of <p(E,En,r) is associated with a spectrum of accelerator-based neutron source
(po by the relation

<p(E,En,r)=0o(En) -«po(E f,EnQ) G(E '->E,Q->r)>E',n, (2)

where Q is the unit vector of an outgoing neutron direction, <2>/£J is the total neutron
yield from an accelerator target

O0(En)=<(p0(E:EnQ)>E',n, (3)

G(E'—>E,Q—>r) is the Green function (scattering indicatrix) of the system which is taking
into account the features of neutrons transport for the given geometry of experiment. The
normalization constant 0o(En) can be determined by the comparison of the calculated
value with the count rates Rj(En) of two monitor fission chambers (with fissile layers made
of the same material 237Np, i is the chamber's number) located directly in front of and
behind the researched sample in the same neutron flux.

Results

The test of the method (to estimate the Rs (E,J value properly) was carried out by
measuring the count rate Rj (£J in the fission chambers placed at different distances from
the neutron target and by comparing the results with calculated values W, (Fig.l).
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The Code for Calculation of Accelerator-Based Neutron
Sources Properties

V.S. Shorin, .G. Ya. Tertychny

The code for calculation the yields and spectra of neutrons generated in (p,n) and (d,n)
-nuclear reactions on some light nucleus targets is described. The specific features of
stopping processes of charged projectiles (with incident energy less than 15 MeV) in
multilayer (not more than 6 layers) and multicomponent (not more than 6 components)
targets are taken into account. Inside each layer the element concentration function was
supposed to be a constant. This approximation allows to operate with both solid and gas
targets. A small scattering angles approximation was used for the ion multiple scattering
problem. The case of normal incidence of a wide ion beam is considered. All calculations
were based on the ions stopping data dE/dx in matter obtained with the help of the well-
known code TRIM. The relativistic kinematic formulas for two-particle nuclear reactions
and the atomic masses table Audi-93 were used. The code operates with the following
neutron production reactions: T(p,n), D(d,n), T(d,n), 7Li(p,n)7Be and 7Li(p,n)7Be* (and the
inverse to them). The data on the neutron production cross-sections were taken from
Drosg-87 evaluation and some extrapolation was used near threshold range for (p,n)-
reactions.

The code version is made in terms of the "SOURCE" subroutine for MCNP4a code.
The code is written in "Fortran-77" for compiler f77L-EM/32. This subroutine generates
such random variables as the neutron energy, the neutron weight (number of neutrons per
1 (.iKl) proportional to the differential reaction cross-section and the outgoing neutron
direction angles in the LS system. The code takes into account the presence of two groups
of outgoing neutrons for threshold reactions. Some results of calculations for most popular
accelerator-based neutron sources are given. The results demonstrate the effects of neutron
multiple scattering on target assembly matter.
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The Tritium Admixture in Solid Target Backing and
Neutron Spectrum from "Monoenergetic Source"

N. V. Kornilov, A.B. Kagalenko, S. V. Poupko, P.A.Androsenko

In fast neutron physics the most frequently used tool is the accelerator-based
neutron source with solid tritium target. Such targets consist of very thin tritium absorber
layer (as a rule Ti) deposited onto metallic backing and they are very convenient for
practical applications. In spite of all efforts, the real neutron sources always have an
admixture of non-monoenergetic low energy neutrons. There are a lot of papers devoted to
(or at least, discussed) this problem [1-4]. The three most frequently discussed sources of
these "additional" neutrons are: 1) (p,n)-reactions in target construction materials,
2) neutron scattering on the target assembly, 3) neutron scattering on the shielding
collimator. The neutron yield from (p,n)-reactions on target construction materials may be
effectively reduced with the proper choose of the target material and incident proton energy.
In an addition these neutrons may be measured with 'blank' target (i.e. the same Ti layer
deposited onto backing, but without adsorbed tritium). As a rule experimenters used low-
mass target assembly to reduce neutron scattering. However, in some cases even the low
amount of the scattered neutrons may distort the measurement effect significantly.

In our experiment [5,6] we investigated the neutron inelastic scattering on the 237Np
with NpC>2 sample. In spite of the share of the background neutrons (due to target scattering)
is rather small, however, being elastically scattered by the sample nuclei (Np, O, Fe) they
may produce the contribution comparable with inelastic scattering on Np. So, the detail
investigation of the energy-angular distribution of the source neutrons is the crucial point of
this experiment. It was found that the experimental neutron spectrum from the solid target
can not be explained only by neutron scattering. Some experimental peculiarities allow us to
conclude that there exists some amount of tritium inside the target backing which produce
neutrons with the broad energy distribution (less than Eo that corresponds to the
monoenergetic neutron peak). Due to importance of this fact for neutron data measurements
we presented these experimental results and their analysis in this paper.

The neutron spectra from reaction T(p,n) in solid tritium target were measured by
time-of-flight (TOF) technique with the EG-1 accelerator spectrometer of the IPPE. The
measured spectra were compared with results of full-scale Monte Carlo simulation. It is
shown that low-energy part of neutron spectrum can not be described by scattering of
monoenergetic neutrons on target assembly. The conclusion was made that the observed
spectra can be explained by presence of some amount of tritium in a target backing material.
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Nonmonoenergety of Neutron Source Based on the
Solid Tritium Target

S.P. Simakov, (7.7V. Lovchikova, A.M. Tmfanov,
V.A. Vinogradov, M.G. Kobozev

The accurate measurements of neutron-nuclei interaction cross sections needs exact
knowledge of the parameters of neutron source used in experiment. In precision
measurements usually mono-energetic neutron sources are used for generation of the
neutrons with specific and well-defined neutron energy. Typically the T(p,n), Li(p,n),
T(d,n) reactions are used for production mono-energetic neutrons in keV - MeV energy
range. Even in this case, the source will inevitably produce the neutrons (we will designate
them as "nonmonoenergetic") with energies usually less the energy of the neutrons from
main reaction. It is rather important to know the absolute yield and energy distribution of
these neutrons. In the present work we experimentally and theoretically investigated the
contribution of the nonmonoenergetic neutrons from the solid tritium-titanium-
molybdenum target under the bombardment of the proton beam with energy varied from 4
to 9 MeV.

The measurements of neutron spectra from tritium solid target have been made by
time of flight technique at angles from 0° to 150° at fast neutron spectrometer based on
tandem accelerator EGP-10M of IPPE. The solid target, as specified by manufacture, was
a titanium layer (011 mm by 0.96 mg/cm2 or 2.1 (j.m thickness) on molybdenum backing
(011 by 0.3 mm thickness), the ratio of absorbed tritium to titanium atoms - 1.97. It was
found that, besides the T(p,n) neutrons, there are low energy neutrons, which contribute
4% to 3000% compare to the main monoenergetic neutrons as proton energy increases
from 4 to 9 MeV. The energy spectra of these neutrons are shown in Fig. 1 for the case of
proton energy 4 MeV.

The theoretical analyses have shown that there are two physical reasons of these low
energy neutrons: neutron scattering on the target assembly and the (p,n) reactions on
titanium and molybdenum. Besides on the way to the detector the part of the T(p,n)
neutrons inelastically scatters on the detector shielding (collimator). For description of
these process the theoretical calculations have been made with Monte-Carlo (MCNP 4.a)
and Hauser-Feshbach statistical theory (TNG) codes.

The analyses of the (p,n) reaction thresholds have shown that for some titanium and
molybdenum isotopes they are very close to the T(p,n) threshold. It means that titanium
absorber and molybdenum backing produce neutrons practically in the same proton energy
range as T(p,n) reaction. The calculated by TNG code the energy distribution of the
neutrons from the 49Ti(p,n)49V reaction is shown in Fig. 1. It demonstrates prominent peaks
corresponding excited levels of residual nucleus.

The calculation made with Monte-Carlo technique have shown that neutron scattering
on the target materials also results to the structure in the neutron spectra. It turns out that
neutrons flying along molybdenum backing and bottom of the target holder gives two
neutrons groups with energies of 1.4 and 0.65 MeV (see Fig. 1) resulted from the elastic
and inelastic scattering of source neutrons.

The approach tested in the present work could be used for estimation of the
nonmonoenergetic neutrons contribution for other neutron producing reactions and target
assemblies.
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3. ACCELERATORS COMPLEX

During 1998 four accelerators were operated providing the necessary experimental
base for researches in the Nuclear Physics Department. The main parameters of
accelerators are given in Table.

Accelerator
type

EG-1

KG-2,5

EGP-10M

EGP-15

Singly-
charged ion

energy (MeV)

1.9...4..0

0.25...2.1

4.0...9.2

11...12

Ions
type

H,D

H, D

H

sr5 , si+6

Operation
conditions

pulsed

continuous

pulsed

continuous

Ion beam parameters
at a physical target

Pulse duration - 2 ns Pulse
beam current -2.,5 mA Pulse-

repetition - 1; 2 MHz

beam current 10...50 uA

Pulse duration - 1 ns Pulse
beam current -0.2 mA Pulse-

repetition - 2.5 MHz

beam current 10...200 nA

Operation
time (h)

1580

2380

450

50

During 1998 accelerator EGP-15 was operated for the development of membranes
preparation technology with their irradiation by silicon multicharged ions. Other
accelerators operation was directed towards nuclear physics tasks fulfillment.
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40. FajJKHH B.A., FHHKHH B.IT., .ZtpaKOB A.A., CbepHbix H.J1., 3a6yabKO M.A.,
CBHpHjeHKO H.n. MoaeJiHpoBaHHe H onTHMH3auHa Tenjio(J)H3HHecKHx npoueccoB
pocTa MOHOKpHCTajuiOB B ycjioBHflx MHKporpaBHTauHH. // Tpy^bi BToporo
PoccHHCKoro CHMno3HyMa "Flpoueccbi TenjioMacconepeHoca H pocT
MOHOKpHCTajinoB H TOHKon îeHOHHbix CTpyKTyp HT&CG'97". OGHHHCK, FH1], PO-
<D3H, 1998, c. 140-147.

41. KyzjpHBueB A.M., AH^poceHKO Ft.A. MeTOflbi MoHTe-Kapno ana pemeHHH 3aaan
TenjioMacconepeHoca B ycnoBHax Heo^HopoflHOH reoMeTpHH. // Tpyau BToporo
PoccHHCKoro CHMno3HyMa "Flpoueccbi TenjioMacconepeHoca H pocT
MOHOKpHCTajinoB H TOHKoruieHOHHbix CTpyKTyp HT&CG'97". O6HHHCK, FHIJ PO-
O 3 H , 1998,c.247-255.

fflGH-VOLTAGE ACCELERATORS DIVISION

1. V.S.Bashmakov, S.V.Bazhal, A.I.Glotov, V.K.Debin, A.S.Feigin, B.V.Kuprijnov,
E.I.Lobanov, A.A.Malygin, V.A.Nikitin, V.A.Romanov, K.A.Rezvykh, V.I.Spirin,
V.I.Volodin. The Obninsk EGP -15 tandem (status and development), IPPE, Ob-
ninsk, Russia. 6th European Particle Accelerator Conference. EPAC-98.

2. K.A.Rezvykh, V.A.Romanov. Systematic error estimation of an electric field strength
for high- voltage devices. Journal «Electricity» , 1999, JVe 4.

3. K.A.Rezvykh, V.A Romanov. Breakdown Voltage Calculation for Gases with Non-
uniform Field of an Accelerator by Base Method. //Nucl Instr and Meth. A423
(1999).2O3.

4. K.A.Rezvykh. Substantiation of breakdown voltage calculation for high - voltage ac-
celerators, insulated by binary mixtures N2/ CO2. Proceedings of the XII International
Conference on Electrostatic Accelerators 25-28 November 1997, Obninsk: IPPE Pub-
lishing, 1999.

5. S.V.Bazhal, V.A.Romanov. Calculation and preliminary analysis of optical charac-
teristics of the ion beam injection system into accelerating tube of tandem accelerator.
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6. K.A.Rezvykh, V.A.Romanov. High-voltage structure development for the EGP-15
tandem (Project). 6th European Particle Accelerator Conference. EPAC-98. Proc. of
the 6th European Particle Accelerator Conference, Bristol and Philadelphia: Institute
of Physics Publishing, 1998, p. 696-698.

7. V.A.Romanov, A.A.Malygin, A.S.Feygin, T.A.Krasavina et al. Track membrane pro-
duction of EGP-15 accelerator complex. Performance and properties. Contribution
submitted on MEMBRANY_98 All-Russian Scientific Conference, Moscow, 28
September-3 October 1998.

8. Fjia3KOB A.A., /JmieHKO A.H., KOJIHCKHH A.R., IIlMejieB A.H., XopacaHOB F.JI.
OueHKa napaivteTpoB 3JieKTpo*mepHOH ycTaHOBKH fljia TpaHCMyrauHH

oTxoflOB. // B c6.: AHHOTauHH aoKJia^oB XVI CoBemaHHH no
3apa»ceHHi>rx nacTHii, 20-22 oKTflSpa 1998 r., I IPOTBHHO: H3fl. FHIJ, P O

HOB3,c.l06-107, 1998.
9. XopacaHOB F.JI., HBaHOB A.n . , IIlHMKeBHH A.JI. rioTeHUHajibHbie BO3MO)KHOCTH

Hcnojib3OBaHHH >KH,n;Koro oJiOBa B KanecTBe TerniOHOCHTejiH aJieirrpoHflepHbix
ycTaHOBOK. // B c6.: Te3HCbi flOKJiaaoB KOH<j)epeHUHH "TflJKe'jibie
acH^KOMeTajiJiHHecKHe TenjioHOCHTejin B a^epHbix TexHOJioraflx", 5-9 OKTa6pji
1998 r., O6HHHCK: H3fl. F H q P O O 3 H , c.36, 1998.

10. XopacaHOB F.JI., HBaHOB A.n . , Kopo6eHHHKOB B.B., EJIOXHH A.H., IIlHMKeBHH A.JI.
CBMHUOBMH TenjioHOCHTejib aJia 6biCTporo peaicropa - BbiacnraTejifl c JKCCTKHM

cneKTpoM HeHTpoHOB. // B c6.: Te3HCbi ^OKjiajoB KOH^epeHUHH "TaMcejibie
acH^KOMeTamiH^ecKHe TenjioHOCHTejiH B H^epHbix TexHOJiornax", 5-9 OKT«6pa
1998 r., OGHHHCK: Ha^. FHI^ P O O 3 H , c.50, 1998.

11. G.L.Khorasanov, A.P.Ivanov, A.N.Didenko, A.D.Koljaskin, A.A.Glazkov. Accelera-
tor - Driven Subcritical Fast Reactors for Closing the Nuclear Fuel Cycle. In: Pro-
ceedings of the 9-th Int. Conf. on Emerging Nucl Systems, ICENES'98, Iune 28- Iuly
2 1998, Tel Aviv, Israel, v.I, p. 227-234,1998.

12. G.L.Khorasanov, A.P.Ivanov, A.Yu.Konobeyev, A.N.Didenko, A.D.Koljaskin,
A.A.Glazkov. Accelerator- Driven Subcritical Fast Reactors for Closing the Nuclear
Fuel Cycle. In: Proceedings of the 6-th Int. Conf. on Nuclear Engineering, ICONE-6,
May 10-15 1998, San Diego, California, USA, 1998.

13. G.L.Khorasanov, A.P.Ivanov, A.I.Blokhin, V.A.Apse, A.N.Chmelev, A.A.Glazkov
and A.D.Koljaskin. Low-Activation Materials with Isotopic Tailoring for Future
NPPs, Accepted at the Int. Conf.on Future Nuclear Systems, GLOBAL'99, August 30
- September 2, 1999, Snow King Resort, Jackson Hole, Wyoming, USA, (in press).

14. G.L.Khorasanov, A.P.Ivanov, V.V.Korobeinikov, A.I.Blokhin and A.L.Shimkevich.
Lead Coolant for Fast Reactor-Burner With Hard Neutron Spectrum. Ibid, (in press).

15. A.N.Didenko, A.A.Glazkov, A.D.Koljaskin, A.N.Chmelev and G.L.Khorasanov. Pa-
rameters of Electroneclear Facility for Radiowastes Transmutation. Ibid, (in press).
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5. MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES
(These are Meetings and Conferences where NPD IPPE played

a major role in the organization)

1. XIV Meeting on Physics of Nuclear Fission 12-15 October, IPPE, Obninsk.
About 100 participants from Russia and Foreign Parts.
Topic: static properties of fission, mass, charge and energy distribution of
fission fragments, cold fission, prompt neutron emission, delayed neutrons,
fission dynamics, fission of hot nuclei and heavy ion induced fission,
nuclear data, related with the fission process.

2. Meeting of Russian Nuclear Data Commission. 16 Oktober IPPE, Obninsk.
About 20 participants from Russia.
Topic: Nuclear Data Activity of Russian Institutes.
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6. PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL
AND NATIONAL CONFERENCES AND

MEETINGS

1. EPAC-98 6- European Particle Conference.
Stockholm, 22-26 June 1998.

2. MEMBRANY-98 All-Russian Scientific Conference.
Moscow, 28 September-3 October 1998.

3. XVI WORKSHOP on charged particle accelerators.
Protvino, 22-24 October 1998.

4. V International Conference on High Nitrogen Steels.
Espoo-Finland, Stockholm-Sweden, May 24-28 1998

5. XXXI CoBeuiaHHe no $H3HKe HH3KHX TeMnepaTyp.
MocKBa, 2-3 fleKa6pa 1998

6. Topical Conference on Giant Resonances.
Italy, Varenna, May 11-16, 1998.

7. The 6— International Spring Seminar on Nuclear Physics
"Highlights of Modern Nuclear Structure".
Italy, S.Agata Sue Due Golfi, May 18-22, 1998.

8. International Conference "The structure of Mesons, Barions and
Nuclei".
Poland, Cracow, May 26-30, 1998.

9. The 6- International Seminar on Interaction of Neutrons with
Nuclei.
Russia, Dubna, May 13-16, 1998.
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7. COOPERATION

JV2JV2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Topic

Accelerator system "SPRUT" with
overlapping low energy electron and
proton beams for use in simulating facility
KOBE
Charging belt system for electrostatic
accelerators

Condensed matter study and the neutron
spectrometry methods development.

The partial dynamical structure factors
study of the crystalline and amorphous
compounds Ni-B by the inelastic neutron
scattering.
Study of the microscopic dynamics of the
aqueous and nonaqeous solutions by the
inelastic neutron scattering.

Investigation of the influence of high
frequency nonlinear vibrations -
biphonons, biexitons, solitons - with their
energy near the lattice stability barrier on
the phase transition kinetic in the
crystalline and the disordered solid
materials.
The investigation of the quantum liquids
fundamental properties by neutron
scattering.

The investigation of hydrogen effect on
the crystal and lattice dynamics of the
austenitic Fe-Cr-Mn steels by the neutron
scattering.
The investigation of the excitation
spectrum of the superfluid helium.
A study of the lattice dynamics of fast ion
conductors with the fluorite structure at
the transitions temperatures.
Interstitial atom effect on the crystal
structure and lattice of the triple Nb-O-
H(D) solid solutions and high nitrogen
steels.

Organization

Deutsches Zentrum fur
Luft-und Raumfahrt. V
Berlin.

Institute of Ion Beam
Physics and Materials
Research, Rossendorf
Frank Laboratory of
Neutron Physics, Joint
Institute on Nuclear
Research, Dubna.
Russian National Centre-
"Kurchatov Institute",
Moscow

Kurnakov Institute of
General and Inorganic
Chemistry, Russian
Academy of Sciences,
Moscow
Institute of Spectroscopy,
Academy of Sciences of
Russian Federation,
Troisk, Moscow Region

National Scientific Centre
of Ukraine -"Kharkov
Institute of Physics and
Technology".
Institute for Metal
Physics, Ukraine
Academy of Science,
Kiev
Institute of Laue-
Langewin, Grenoble
Institute for Physics and
Nuclear Engineering,
Bucharest
Darmshtadt University of
Technology

Country

Germany

Germany

Russia

Russia

Russia

Russia

Ukraine

Ukraine

France

Romania

Germany
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